
March 23, 2022

Path to Positive North Carolina
Climate Ambassador Training

Day 1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #1Talking Points:Welcome
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Ke e p  in  Mind  fo r Virt ua l Tra in ing s ...

• Lines are muted
• Session is being recorded
• Use Chat Function for questions, resources
• Q & A continues during orientation April 4, 4 pm
• Final Q&A session, keep video on
• Be in a comfortable place, glass of water
• Sorry we cannot see you in person!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cartoon credit:  Ellis Rosen
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Yo ur P re se n t e rs  To d a y

Jennifer Roberts, M.A.I.A.
Former Charlotte Mayor and 
Mecklenburg County 
Commissioner
jenniferdwroberts@gmail.com

Ethan Blumenthal, J.D.
Founder and CEO 
Good Solar
ethan@GoodSolarUSA.org

June Blotnick, M. Ed.
Executive Director
CleanAIRE NC
June@cleanairenc.org

Eb o né Lo cke t t , M.S.Ed
Fo und e r a nd  CEO
Ha rve s t ing  Hum a nit y
CEO@Ha rve s t ing hum a nit y.co m

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #3 Who We Are – Presenters Today

mailto:jenroberts@ecoamerica.org
mailto:ethan@GoodSolarUSA.org
mailto:June@cleanaircarolina.org
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e co Am e rica
Mission: Build a critical mass of institutional 
leadership, public support, and political will 
for definitive climate solutions in the 
United States.

● Elevate visible national leadership
● Engage all stakeholders
● Empower climate advocacy and action
● Commit to 100% clean energy

https://ecoamerica.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who We Are – ecoAmericaecoAmerica’s mission is to build institutional leadership, public support and political will for climate solutions in the United States. We do that by working in three distinct sectors:  faith, health, and local communities or cities. And we partner with national institutions and associations, empowering their visible national leadership, stakeholder engagement, climate advocacy and action including committing to 100% clean energy. We empower their climate leadership through national programs, deep research, guides and resources like talking points, Ambassador training programs (in health, faith, and coming soon for Local Communities), and national convenings like our American Climate Leadership Summit to share information and collaborate on ways to expand and catalyze diverse climate action and advocacy.
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Cle a nAIRE NC Mission: We advocate for the health of all 
North Carolinians by pursuing equitable and 
collaborative solutions that address climate 
change and air pollution.

● Environmental Justice Advocacy
● Medical Advocates for Healthy Air
● Citizen Science Air Monitoring Program
● Charlotte Mecklenburg Climate Leaders
● Policy and Legal Advocacy
● Annual NC BREATHE Conference: “Health, 

Equity, & the Climate Crisis in North Carolina” 
April 7

www.cleanairenc.org
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W hy Lo ca l Le a d e rsh ip  Ma t t e

• NC in  t he  To p  Tw o  St a t e s  fo r Billio n  
Do lla r W e a t he r Disa s t e rs  Since  19 8 0

• 20 20  Ba llo t  m e a sure s  a p p ro ve d  $ 3.7 B 
fo r la nd  co nse rva t io n  a nd  c lim a t e  
re s ilie ncy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why We Are Here – Impacts - Local Community Leaders See the UrgencyCommunities are facing more frequent natural disasters, floods, droughts, wildfires, sea level rise, algal blooms, severe heat, and other impacts.  Individuals look to their city and county leaders first in times of disaster, as responsible for their citizens’ health and safety, and cities and counties do manage emergency services.  But they also have great control over infrastructure like water and sewer, utilities, stormwater, tree cover and natural resources, land use and management, social services, public health.https://spectrumlocalnews.com/nc/triangle-sandhills/weather/2019/11/07/nc-in-the-top-2-states-for-billion-dollar-weather-disasters
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Ya le  Clim a t e  Co m m unica t io ns : US 
Co nce rns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Americans Are Concerned, Want ActioneA every year since 2015 has conducted research on American attitudes on climate change, impacts, and solutions.  We will soon have data from 2019, but even looking at attitudes from last year it is clear that Americans are concerned, and more of us are seeing impacts each year that directly affect us and our families.This is true for Democrats more than for Republicans, but Americans overall – Democrats and Republicans – polled at 73% showing concern about climate change.
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Ha rm  St ill Se e m s Fa r Aw a y t o  Ma ny; Ne e d  Se nse  
o f Urg e ncy
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Durham 61%
Mecklenburg 61%
Wake 58%
Warren 60%
Gaston 49%
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W e  Are  He re  Be ca use …
• Climate leadership makes a difference

• Time is of the essence – the needs are urgent

• NC will continue to be severely impacted by climate change
• People need to connect the dots on climate
• NC has climate policies that need continued public support
• Our communities can be a role models
• ecoAmerica, CleanAIRE NC, and others have research and resources to 

help you
• Many local organizations need support in their work on sustainability and 

climate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #10 Importance of communitiesTalking Points:Your leadership makes a differenceAs a staff member or city leader, you engage the public all the timeYour community can be a role modelPath to Positive Communities aims to build institutional leadership in cities and counties to build public support and political will for climate action and climate solutions. We work through national partnerships, such as with the National League of Cities and the Urban Sustainability Directors Network, by connecting communities to research on American attitudes toward climate action and to resources and guides that help with implementation and constituency engagement.  We also help with cross sector resources for faith leaders and health professionals, and guide you on positive messaging, equitable engagement, and effective outreach.  We help your programs be successful in garnering that public support that all cities and counties need to move forward on solutions. Sources:[1] pathtopositive.org[2] pathtopositive.org/resources
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Our Go a l: He lp  Yo u  t o  Le a d  o n  Clim a t e

2. Equip you with 
knowledge, skills, and 
motivation to 
champion climate 
solutions as a civic 
imperative

1. Help people make the 
connection between 
climate impacts, climate 
solutions, and their 
community

3. Empower you as an 
emerging leader to help 
improve the health and 
prosperity of your 
community, and the 
engagement of NC
residents in climate 
advocacy and action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #12Talking Points:We are here today to help empower you to make a difference on climate, by learning about climate and communities and engaging your community on solutions(refer to points on slide)Ambassador program – orientation; shared drive; make 3 actions a yearPhoto:
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Tw o  Da y Ag e nd a

• Climate Change Overview
• Impacts, focus on North Carolina
• Solutions and Benefits
• Communications
• Advocacy and Public Engagement
• Next Steps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #13 Agenda OverviewTalking Points:TP 1TP 2Sources:[1] Source 1[2] Source 2Images:Image credit 1Image credit 2
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Climate Change Overview

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #16Talking Points:TP 1TP 2Sources:[1] Source 1[2] Source 2Images:Image credit 1Image credit 2



Source: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center Scientific Visualization Studio

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #17Talking Points: A picture, or rather a video, can say a 1000 wordsThis animation, from NASA, illustrates how our planet has warmed since 1880. This rapid, unprecedented change threatens the balance of life on Earth- which we, as health professionals, understand better than manyThe hottest year on record was 2016 with 2017 coming in as the second hottest year and 2018 the 4th hottest since 1880“Human activities are estimated to have caused approximately 1.0°C of global warming above pre-industrial levels, with a likely range of 0.8°C to 1.2°C. Global warming is likely to reach 1.5°C between 2030 and 2052 if it continues to increase at the current rate. (high confidence) (A.1, pp. 6, IPCC, 2018)Source:NASA Scientific Visualization Studio. Data provided by Gavin A. Schmidt (NASA/GSFC GISS) https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a010000/a013100/a013142/2018Temp.mp4Photo: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Glaciers_and_Icebergs_at_Cape_York.jpg#/media/File:Glaciers_and_Icebergs_at_Cape_York.jpg
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Graphic from IPCC Working Group 1AS the sun’s energy comes to earth, some is reflected (1) off the upper layers of the atmosphere, but most of it penetrates the air and is either absorbed by land and oceans or reflected if it bounces off a shiny surface like snow or ice.  The rays that are absorbed (2)and then reflected back up as thermal energy heat (3 red).. In the absence of an atmosphere, the heat would dissipate and the planet would be cold. The atmosphere absorbs and redirects the heat back in the lower atmosphere like a blanket.  As the concentration of the emissions, or GHGs rise ( specifically Co2, Methane, Nixtros Oxide and Water Vapors) they act like a THICKER BLANKET and capture more of the heat, and temperatures rise.Rising temperatures also reduce the amount of ice and snow – especially in the polar caps, which are reflecting heat out of the atmosphere – this mean that more of the heat is absorbed and reflected upward – it’s a feedback mechanism – and the rate at which it happens directly impacts the projections of climate change impacts – the more the emissions, the thicker the blanket and feedbacks, and faster our climate changes.
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Past centuries dating back from today.       Source: NASA, Graphic: The relentless rise of carbon dioxide”
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Ho w  o ur Clim a t e  is  Cha ng ing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #18Talking Points:One of the primary sources of climate change is carbon dioxide, which is measured in parts per millionScientists have been able to calculate both CO2 concentrations in the earth’s atmosphere, and map it with average temperatures. This chart shows correlation over time – notice how when CO2 concentrations go up or down, so does temperatureAnd, as it also clearly shows, there have been spikes in CO2 concentrations over the last century+Source:NASA, “Graphic: The relentless rise of carbon dioxide” https://climate.nasa.gov/climate_resources/24/graphic-the-relentless-rise-of-carbon-dioxide/Photo: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Glaciers_and_Icebergs_at_Cape_York.jpg#/media/File:Glaciers_and_Icebergs_at_Cape_York.jpg
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No rt h  
Ca ro lina
De cre a se  
o ve ra ll in  GHG. 
Ene rg y se c t o r 
ha s  d e c re a se d , 
t ra nsp o rt a t io n  
inc re a se d  a s  % 
o f GHG

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Graph:https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-inventoryTalking Points: Human activities are estimated to have caused approximately 1.0°C of global warming above pre-industrial levels, with a likely range of 0.8°C to 1.2°C. (A.1, pp. 6, IPCC, 2018)US emissions can generally be broken into five areas:Transportation is now responsible for the largest share of US greenhouse gas emissions, which come mainly from burning fossil fuel for cars, trucks, ships, trains, and planes. Over 90% of the fuel used for transportation is petroleum based, primarily gasoline and diesel.Electricity production generates the 2nd largest share of US emissions, with about 63% of our electricity coming from burning fossil fuels – mainly coal and natural gas.Next comes industry, which includes burning fossil fuels for energy and greenhouse gas emissions from chemical reactions that produce goods from raw materials.Commercial and residential emissions are from businesses and homes, mostly from burning fossil fuels for heat, using products that contain greenhouse gases, and handling waste.Agriculture sector emissions come from livestock like cows, agricultural soils, and rice production.However, land areas can also act as a sink to absorb CO2 from the atmosphere and offset emissions.Sources:IPCC, 2018: Summary for Policymakers. In: Global warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty [V. Masson-Delmotte, P. Zhai, H. O. Pörtner, D. Roberts, J. Skea, P. R. Shukla, A. Pirani, W. Moufouma-Okia, C. Péan, R. Pidcock, S. Connors, J. B. R. Matthews, Y. Chen, X. Zhou, M. I. Gomis, E. Lonnoy, T. Maycock, M. Tignor, T. Waterfield (eds.)]. World Meteorological Organization, Geneva, Switzerland, 32 pp. https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/“Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2019, https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions
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Of 13,950 peer-
reviewed scientific 
articles published

Only 24 reject 
man-made
climate change

Sources: Cook, Nuccitelli, et al, Quantifying the consensus on anthropogenic global warming in the scientific literature, May
2013 | James Lawrence Powell. “The consensus on anthropogenic global warming matters” 2016

All National Academies of Science in the world 
agree that climate change is man-made 

Scie n t ific  Co nse nsus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #20Talking Points: This equates to 99.9% of articles published between 1991 and 2012.[2] This degree of consensus is extremely rare in science.In the most recent year data is available, there were more than 9,000 authors of climate change papers. One of them countered the consensus that climate change is happening and primarily man-made. [1]Scientists worldwide agree that climate change is happening, and that human activity causes it. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, or IPCC, issued a Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), written by a panel of hundreds of climate experts and scientists from member countries of the World Meteorological Organization the United Nations Environmental Programme, plus a team of external reviewers, states unambiguously:“Human influence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of green-house gases are the highest in history. […] Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia.”Sources:[1] Powell JL. The consensus on anthropogenic global warming matters. Bulletin of Science, Technology & Society. 2016;36(3):157-163. In One Pie Chart.” DESMOG. November 15 2012. http://www.desmogblog.com/2012/11/15/why-climate-deniers-have-no-credibility-science-one-pie-chart [2] Quantifying the consensus on anthropogenic global warming in the scientific literature, John Cook1,2,3, Dana Nuccitelli2,4, Sarah A Green5, Mark Richardson6, Bärbel Winkler2, Rob Painting2, Robert Way7, Peter Jacobs8 and Andrew Skuce2,9, 15 May 2013 http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/8/2/024024[3] IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), October 2009, https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/https://climate.nasa.gov/scientific-consensus/Photo:
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© 2011 George Rex/Flickr cc
by-sa 2.0

Sources: Department of Defense, Quadrennial Defense Review 2014, | Low Carbon USA, Business Backs Low-Carbon USA, 2015 | 
Climate Mayors Open Letter to President-elect Donald Trump on Climate-Action, 2016 | Scott Neuman, A ‘Principal Challenge’ For 
Humanity, NPR, 2015

United States Department 
of Defense
The pressures caused by 
climate change will influence 
resource competition while 
placing additional burdens on 
economies, societies, and 
governance institutions around 
the world. 

U.S. Mayors’ National 
Climate Action Agenda
The effects of climate 
change …are a clear and 
present danger to American 
interests at home and abroad. 

Business Backs Low 
Carbon USA
Failure to build a low-carbon 
economy puts American 
prosperity at risk.

Pope Francis
Catholic Church
“Climate change… represents 
one of the principal challenges 
facing humanity in our day.”

So c ie t a l Co nse nsus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #21Talking Points: Consensus goes beyond the scientific community. To deny the dangers of CC is to disagree with Mayors across the country, hundreds of businesses large and small, the Department of Defense and the Pope.Optional additional pointsIn the 2014 Quadrennial Defense Report, military officials warned that the accelerating pace of climate change is beginning to pose risks to national security in the United States. Authors argued that climate change acts as a “threat multiplier,” exacerbating the conditions of poverty, environmental degradation, and political instability that enable terrorism and other acts of violence. [1] Nearly 900 companies and investors have signed the Business Backs Low-Carbon USA statement since November 2016. [2] A group of mayors from 71 small and large American cities, comprising over 38 million Americans sent a letter to President Trump urging action on climate. [3] In June 2015, Pope Francis today issued a sweeping 184-page papal letter, Laudato si' (Medieval Central Italian for "Praise be to you”), writing that climate change is a global problem with far reaching environmental and social consequences — especially for the poor. [4]Source: [1] Department of Defense, “Quadrennial Defense Review 2014,” 2014, https://www.defense.gov/Portals/1/features/defenseReviews/QDR/2014_Quadrennial_Defense_Review.pdf pg 8�[2] “Business Backs Low-Carbon USA”, 2015, http://www.lowcarbonusa.org[3] “Open Letter to President-elect Donald Trump on Climate-Action,” 2016, https://medium.com/@ClimateMayors/open-letter-to-president-elect-donald-trump-on-climate-policy-and-action-33e10dcdcf85#.s5i5t8ho7[4] Scott Neuman, “A ‘Principal Challenge’ For Humanity,” NPR, 2015, http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2015/06/18/415429852/pope-francis-climate-change-a-principal-challenge-for-humanity Photos: Seal: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:United_States_Department_of_Defense_Seal.svgWall Street: https://flic.kr/p/b62xWVNew York: https://flic.kr/p/SeCNzdPope: https://flic.kr/p/ehTtM3
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Impacts on Communities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #27Talking Points:TP 1TP 2Sources:[1] Source 1[2] Source 2Images:Image credit 1Image credit 2
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La ye rs  o f Im p a c t

• Governance system

• Socioeconomic system, or people
• Structural system, buildings and 

infrastructure
• Ecological system, natural 

resources, air, water, land, plants, 
and animals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #28 Overview of ImpactsTalking Points:Communities are impacted on several levels by climate change.  Many governmental departments are finding their tasks and responsibilities growing and changing as severe weather and other impacts become more frequent.Impacts can be sorted into those affecting people and the socioeconomic system; those affecting infrastructure and the built environment; and those affecting nature, the air, land, water, plants and animals and other resources.Sources:[1] Source 1  Mayor J RobertsImages:Image credit 1 ecoAmerica from CfH Ambassador training
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Go ve rna nce  Im p a c t s  
• Disaster Preparedness and Coordinating Emergency Response Teams
• Public Health, Infectious Disease, Mental Health
• Economic Growth, Tax Revenue
• Workforce Development, Job Growth
• Equal Opportunity, Economic Mobility, Equity
• Built Environment, Zoning, Code Enforcement
• Cultural and Recreational Amenities
• Innovation and Technology
• Law Enforcement and Courts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #29 Impacts:  Governance SystemTalking Points:TP 1 Cities and Counties have a number of areas of responsibility, and all are demanding resources. Disaster preparedness is something all localities are confronting.  Some cities are required by new laws to have climate resiliency plans in place: In CA sspecifically, SB-379 requires cities and counties to identify the risks climate change poses to the local jurisdiction and the populations they serve, a set of adaptation and resilience goals and objectives, and a set of feasible implementation measures aimed at adapting and building resilience to the impacts of climate change.Other aspects of local governance which vary state to state could include public health, tax revenues and the economy, workforce development and jobs, equity, neighborhood development and zoning, code enforcement, cultural and recreational amenities, innovation and technology, and law enforcement. Each of these issues are impacted by climate.Sources:[1] Alliance for Regional Collaboratives for Climate Adaptation ARCCA website http://arccacalifornia.org/resources/learning-sessions/ [2] Source 2  Mayor J. RobertsImages:Image credit 1  “2012 Census of Governments:Finance –State and Local Govt Survey Report.” Dec. 17, 2014 from https://courses.lumenlearning.com/amgovernment/chapter/the-division-of-powers/Image credit 2
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So c io e co no m ic  Im p a c t s  – Hum a n  He a lt h

Mold after Hurricane Fay – Doral Apts Charlotte

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Human Systems – Health Individual and CommunityPersonal Loss – life, property, livelihoodDisplacement and relocationHealth – Physical, Mental, CommunityJob Loss, Business LossDisaster Recovery and Emergency ResponseTP 1: People are impacted in many ways by the changing climate.  Severe weather and natural disasters are increasing in frequency and severity. Impacts include loss of life and property; challenges with climate migration patterns and displacement of workers and families; ongoing health impacts, before during and after storms; job loss and transition; mental health and PTSD from disasters; and loss of community cohesion as neighborhoods get torn apart, disappear, or lose their resources and structures.  Apart from storms, vulnerable populations are challenged by rising insurance rates; worsening of chronic illnesses like asthma and allergies; increased violence and despair; food deserts and food insecurity, to name a few.TP 2:  Human impacts are felt in increasing health challenges, during severe weather and wildfires but also lingering for weeks and months after a climate related disaster strikes.  In the photo here Victor, resident in New Bern NC, was unable to pay for home repairs and continues to live in a mold infested, condemned apartment more than a year after Hurricane Florence devastated eastern NC.Sources:  TP 1: Mayor J. RobertsTP 2 and Photo 1: Doral apartments after Hurricane Fay 2008https://www.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=bb6dfbfa9c674e969c42e031942edc28Photo 2: ecoAmerica (CfH ambassador training)
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Clim a t e  a nd  He a lt h  Im p a c t s

Temperature-Related 
Deaths and Illness

Air Quality Impacts
 Fossil Fuel Pollution
 Fire & Smoke
 Allergens

Extreme Weather

Drought

Vector-Borne Diseases

Water-Related Illness

Food Safety & Nutrition

Mental Health and Well-being

Vulnerable populations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This list is adapted from the Unites States Global Change Research Project’s 2016 Climate and Health Assessment – a comprehensive, peer reviewed reporthttps://www.npr.org/2021/09/07/1034670549/climate-change-is-the-greatest-threat-to-public-health-top-medical-journals-warn
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He a t -Re la t e d  De a t hs

Avg  d e a t hs  p e r 
ye a r, b a se d  o n  
d e a t h  ce rt ifica t e s  
( like ly a n  
und e re s t im a t io n  
o f t he  t o t a l)

Sources: Morbidity & Mortality Weekly Report June 2020 | Mora,et al. 
(2017) | Lancet Countdown US Report 2020| US Global Research 
Program, 2016

In  t he  p a s t  t w o  
d e ca d e s , he a t -re la t e d  
m o rt a lit y fo r p e o p le  > 
6 5  ha s  a lm o s t  
d o ub le d , re a ch ing  a  
re co rd  h ig h  19 ,0 0 0  
d e a t hs  in  20 18

702 19,000
He a t  ca n  kill yo u  
in  27 d iffe re n t  
w a ys  (e .g ., 
s t ro ke , he a rt  
a t t a ck, live r 
d a m a g e , kid ne y 
fa ilu re , e t c .)

27

Rural North Carolinians face heat risk: agricultural workers, people 
living in mobile homes, older adults living at or near the poverty line, 
kids playing sports, people with little or no air conditioning

Source: WNCW

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving into Temperature Related Deaths and Illness**Note: 702 deaths per year is based on specific ICD-10 codes on death certificates for heat. This is why a larger number of 19,000 deaths of those >65 is also true, because it takes into account any number of the 27 causes correlated to high temperatures where a person died. Talking PointsDuring 2004–2018, an average of 702 heat-related deaths (415 with heat as the underlying cause and 287 as a contributing cause) occurred in the United States annually [1]In the past two decades, heat-related mortality for people > 65 has almost doubled, reaching a record high 19,000 deaths in 2018 [2]Hot days are also associated with cardiovascular and respiratory illnesses, kidney failure, and preterm birth. Outdoor workers, older adults, pregnant women, and children are especially at increased risk of health impacts from extreme heat.  By the end of the century, heat-related deaths are projected to increase on the order of thousands to tens-of-thousands each year in the U.S. [4]Heatwaves are defined by intensity and duration, and will be different regionally (e.g. think about what a hot day e.g. 90 degrees Farenheit is in Seattle and what it is in Phoenix and how people are “ready” for that type of heat in those regions). Heatwave intensity plays a relatively more important role than duration in determining heatwave-related deaths [6]Additional NotesExtreme heat kills anywhere from 670-1,300 people per year in the United States – depending on the methodology used in the study. (USGCRP)The Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C2ES) says more than other disasters combined: https://www.c2es.org/content/heat-waves-and-climate-change/The Chicago heat wave in 1995 that killed more than 700 people was the first event that focused the nation’s attention on health impacts of extreme heat and adaptation and mitigation techniques that would specifically address heat   Heat wave mortality risk increased 2.49% for every 1°F increase in heat wave intensity and 0.38% for every 1-day increase in heat wave duration [4]. (this statement quantifies the above statement about heatwave intensity vs. duration)Reduced emissions under RCP4.5 (the lower scenario) can avoid approximately 48% (or $75 billion) of the $155 billion in lost wages per year by 2090 due to the effects of extreme temperature on labor (for example, outdoor industries reducing total labor hours during heat waves) [5]Sources:[1] Vaidyanathan A, Malilay J, Schramm P, Saha S. Heat-Related Deaths — United States, 2004–2018. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2020;69:729–734. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm6924a1.[2] Lancet Countdown, 2020: 2020 Lancet Countdown on Health and Climate Change Policy Brief for the United States of America. Salas RN, Lester PK, Hess JJ. Lancet Countdown U.S. Policy Brief, London, United Kingdom, 9 pp[3] Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, “Extreme Heat and Climate Change,” n.d. https://www.c2es.org/science-impacts/extreme-weather/extreme-heat[4] US Global Research Program: Crimmins, A., J. Balbus, J. L. Gamble, C.B. Beard, J.E. Bell, D. Dodgen, R.J. Eisen, N. Fann, M.D. Hawkins, S.C. Herring, L. Jantarasami, D.M. Mills, S. Saha, M.C. Sarofim, J. Trtanj, and L. Ziska “Temperature-Related Death and Illness,” 2016, The Impacts of Climate Change on Human Health in the United States: A Scientific Assessment. https://health2016.globalchange.gov. [5] Fourth National Climate Assessment [6] Weinberger, Kate R.a,,b,; Harris, Danielc; Spangler, Keith R.b,,d; Zanobetti, Antonellae; Wellenius, Gregory A.b,,d Estimating the number of excess deaths attributable to heat in 297 United States counties, Environmental Epidemiology: June 2020 - Volume 4 - Issue 3 - p e096 doi: 10.1097/EE9.0000000000000096Mora, C., et al. Twenty-Seven Ways a Heat Wave Can Kill You: Deadly Heat in the Era of Climate Change, Circulation: Cardiovascular  Quality and Outcomes, 2017 doi: 10.1161/CIRCOUTCOMES.117.004233Overall: https://health2016.globalchange.gov/Heatwaves: Climate Central, “U.S. Faces Dramatic Rise in Extreme Heat, Humidity.” July 13, 2016, http://www.climatecentral.org/news/sizzling-summers-20515Photo: hhttps://www.flickr.com/photos/15499914@N06/16107241446/in/photolist-qxkPHq-RbPhER-S8qG4w-ataMrV-2KWMD4-kUxdvZ-8ERYfh-6nfdbq-8PiSn6-f1CNjd-pyEmKF-bjrn8-drKe5b-LouQi6-aqLXRZ-VjUyRt-9YiMLD-9WsEAf-6qCMzG-4pFzmH-6tfSdv-7muLk8-THe8LK-9G2umM-UqcwF1-VJo2J7-UND8Lb-e7XDDK-akpmos-ehiJXv-7Uy772-qmoAS-dMgB3i-gdwKk-fdDj59-Cg4KTg-8UCEuM-VCfcdJ-6KMEqv-gmr3vq-fdoZdt-fJrHVY-7Uy7b2-oKjvTt-eibZQs-4JNGRr-VsC9zW-4JVAKT-VZSznP-WZrqmygB3i-gdwKk-fdDj59-Cg4KTg-8UCEuM-VCfcdJ-6KMEqv-gmr3vq-fdoZdt-fJrHVY-7Uy7b2-oKjvTt-eibZQs-4JNGRr-VsC9zW-4JVAKT-VZSznP-WZrqmy
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Resiliency Planning 
Needed to 
Counteract

• Trees provide shade, 
cooling

• Green roofs can cool 
outside and inside

• Lighter surfaces on roofs 
and pavement reflect 
heat
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Fo ss il Fue ls , Air Qua lit y, a nd  He a lt h

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New research is finding associations of air pollution exposure with diseases affecting all areas of the body. As you might assume, air pollution affects the respiratory tract and can cause irritation of the airways, eyes, nose and throat. It can exacerbate respiratory conditions with asthma being the most well known. Air pollution can also exacerbate allergies and has been shown to affect the immune system making people more vulnerable to colds.Children miss about 500,000 days of school due to asthma.The US spends $187B in public health for pollution-related illness: cancer, lung disease, respiratory illnessOzone is formed at ground level when 2 pollutants, nitrogen oxides (from vehicle exhaust and emissions from power plants and certain industrial facilities) and volatile organic compounds (also emitted from vehicle exhaust and emissions from power plants and certain industrial facilities as well as from vegetation) are in the presence of sunlight. Studies have projected that climate change may increase ozone concentrations in the most polluted areas.  This increase will further contribute to respiratory illnesses [1]. The combustion of fossil fuels dumps more than 9 million tons of methane and other pollutants into the air each year. The oil and gas industry is the largest source of methane (a greenhouse gas 87 times more potent than carbon dioxide at driving climate change) in the US [2].Cancer, lung disease, and respiratory illness are some of the worst health impacts of power plant pollution.Every summer there are over 2,000 emergency room visits related to asthma and more than 600 respiratory related hospital admissions due to ozone smog that results from the oil and gas industry [2]. Pediatrics: Nationally, there are more than 750,000 summertime asthma attacks in children (under the age of 18) and children miss 500,000 days of school each year due to ozone smog resulting from oil and gas [2]. Evidence linking combustion-related air pollution with adverse neurodevelopment is mounting. Sources of these pollutants include fossil fuel burning for power generation and transportation, wildfires, and burning of agricultural waste. The estimated annual cost (medical care, lost economic productivity) of environmentally mediated neurodevelopmental disorders in US children is $74.3 billion.Particulate Matter is concerning in urban areas (transportation) and near wildfires, which are both affected by climate change The U.S. healthcare sector contributes about 10% of U.S. greenhouse gases, and mortality burden from air pollution is roughly equivalent to mortality from medical errors – healthcare organizations are reducing their own footprint to continue their pledge to do no harm [4]Sources:[1] Juan Declet-Barreto and Sean Alcorn, “Sneezing and Wheezing: How Climate Change Could Increase Ragweed Allergies, Air Pollution, and Asthma. Natural Resources Defense Council, 2015, https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/sneezing-report-2015.pdf pg 7[2] Lesley Fleischman, David McCabe and John Graham, “Gasping for Breath: An analysis of the health effects from ozone pollution from the oil and gas industry.” Clean Air Task Force, August 2016, http://catf.us/resources/publications/files/Gasping_for_Breath.pdf pg 4[3] Sturges, et al. “Healthy Air, Healthy Brains: Advancing Air Pollution Policy to Protect Children’s Health.” American Journal of Public Health (Commentary), 190(4): 550-554.[4]Lancet Countdown, 2018: 2018 Lancet Countdown on Health and Climate Change Brief for the United States of America. Salas RN, Knappenberger P, Hess JJ. Lancet Countdown U.S. Brief, London, United Kingdom, 32 pp.Garcia-Menendez et al. “Climate Action Benefits: Air Quality” (2015) CDC   https://www.epa.gov/cira/climate-action-benefits-air-qualityUSGCRP, Climate and Health Assessment 2016Sources: Overall: https://health2016.globalchange.gov/https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/276405/9789241514972-eng.pdfhttps://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/�
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Air Po llu t io n  Disp ro p o rt io na t e ly Im p a c t s  
Vulne ra b le  Po p u la t io ns

• Hispanic children – 2X as likely to die from 
asthma vs. non-Hispanic Whites 

• Black children – 4X as likely to die from asthma 
as White children 

• Black adults – 3X as likely to die from asthma 
related causes as Whites 

• African American women have the highest rate 
of asthma, and more have died from asthma than 
any other group 

Sources: US EPA, Children’s Environmental Health Disparities: Black and African American Children and Asthma | CDC, Asthma’s Impact on 
the Nation n.d. | Fuyen, et al, CDC, 2011 |US Dept. HHS Office of Minority Health. Asthma and Hispanic Americans 2016 | Quintero, et al, 2011 
| Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America,  2015 | American Lung Association| Finch, Chen, 2017

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NotesCASE STUDY: Air Pollution & Vulnerable PopulationsThis includes the young, the old, those with chronic illness, minorities and the poor. Facts to consider: Black children are four times as likely to die from asthma as white children. [1]1 in 4 black adults and 1 in 5 Latino adults cannot afford their asthma medications. [2]1 in 2 Latinos in the US live in counties that frequently violate air quality standards due to the combustion of fossil fuels. [3] Hispanic children are twice as likely to die from asthma as compared to non-Hispanic Whites. [4]Hispanics are 60% more likely to visit a hospital due to asthma compared to non-Hispanic Whites. [4]39% of Hispanics in the US live within 30 miles of a power plant. The CDC has reported that Hispanics are disproportionately impacted by air pollution[5].Hispanic children are especially vulnerable to health impacts of burning coal. In a CDC report, Hispanic children were also found to have higher levels of mercury in their bodies compared to non-Hispanic White children. [5] African American Women have the highest rate of Asthma and more African American women have died from asthma than any other group [6]. Black adults were 3 times as likely to die from asthma related causes than whites. [6]Children who grow up in more polluted areas face the increased risk of having underdeveloped lungs, which may never recover to their full capacity. The average drop in lung function was 20 percent below what was expected for the child's age, similar to the impact of growing up in a home with parents who smoked. [7]Air pollution (particulate matter, PM2.5) could be the cause of about 21 percent of all dementia cases. Comparing women who lived in areas of low PM2.5 concentrations, women living in high areas of PM2.5 were 81 percent more likely to develop global cognitive decline and 92 percent more likely to develop Alzheimer's and other forms of dementia, researchers found. [8]Sources:[1] United States Environmental Protection Agency, “Children’s Environmental Health Disparities: Black and African American Children and Asthma.” n.d. https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-05/documents/hd_aa_asthma.pdf, pg 1[2] Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “Asthma’s Impact on the Nation” n.d. https://www.cdc.gov/asthma/impacts_nation/asthmafactsheet.pdf pg 4[3] Fuyen, Y. Yip, Jeffrey, N. Pearcy, Paul L. Garbe, Benedict I. Truman, “Unhealthy Air Quality—United States, 2006-2009” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011 https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/su6001a5.htm[4] US Department of Health and Human Services Office of Minority Health. “Asthma and Hispanic Americans” 2016, https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=4&lvlID=60[5] Adrianna Quintero, Jorge Madrid, Valerie Jaffee, Elsa Ramirez, Andrea Delgado, “U.S. Latinos and Air Pollution: A Call to Action” September 2011, https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/LatinoAirReport.pdf pg 5[6] Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America, ”Asthma Facts and Figures” 2015, http://www.aafa.org/page/asthma-facts.aspx[7] American Lung Association, Children and Air Pollution, n.d. http://www.lung.org/our-initiatives/healthy-air/outdoor/air-pollution/children-and-air-pollution.html[8] Caleb Finch, Jiu-Chiuan Chen, “Air pollution increases your risk of demntia,” 2017, https://futurism.com/air-pollution-increases-your-risk-of-dementia/Photo: https://flic.kr/p/czbXXN
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NC Air Qua lit y: Ozo ne  a nd  Pa rt ic le  
Po llu t io n  (PM2.5)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ground-level ozone is created when pollution (nitrogen oxides from burning fossil fuels) and volatile organic compounds interact with heat and sunlight. You may have hear of it as smog. This has been the state’s number one air quality problem over the last 30 years and for many years over 20 counties did not meet federal air quality standards for ozone. But after advocacy groups and the legislature worked together in 2002 to pass North Carolina’s Clean Smokestacks Act, the state’s largest utilities were required to reduce substantially nitrogen and sulfur emissions from coal-fired power plants. Under the law, power plants were to reduce their nitrogen oxide emissions by 77 percent by 2009 and sulfur dioxide emissions by 73 percent by 2013. All targets were met ahead of schedule by retrofitting older plants with emission controls and building new, cleaner plants. Federal rules to make cars and trucks were implemented and in 2017, all counties in the state our region finally met the federal standard ozone standard. Our concern is that as climate change causes an increase in temperature, ozone levels are also expected to increase. AND health impacts are still experienced with the current standard, which needs strengtheningNo safe level of PM 2.5 - suggests that tighter regulations and cleaner energy is required, according to the study, which was published in the journal Lancet Planetary Health.Over the years, particle pollution, has improved in the state even though the EPA’s federal standard was strengthened in 2012 in response to the latest scientific studies about PM’s impact on our health—links to cardiovascular disease, heart attack, stroke and diabetes at that timeCurrently Clean Air Carolina, the American Lung Association, and other health advocacy groups are calling for even a tighter standard because of the health impacts being seen under the current standard. 
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Ext re m e  W e a t he r
• The U.S. could see up to a 400% increase in extreme 

downpours by the end of this century
• Storm intensity could increase as much as 70%
• Flooding can lead to outbreaks of toxic mold

• Hurricane Katrina: heavy mold growth in 70,000      
water-damaged homes

• Infants who are exposed to mold before one year            
of age are 2.8 to 4 times more likely to develop 
asthma

Sources: NSF “Extreme downpours could increase 400 percent across parts of the U.S.” December 5, 2016 | Prein, et al. 2016  “The future intensification of hourly precipitation extremes” Nature 
Climate Change |Mendell, et al. 2011 “Respiratory and Allergic Health Effects of Dampness, Mold, and Dampness-Related Agents: A Review of the Epidemiologic Evidence.” Environmental Health 
Perspectives

Increasing frequency and severity of extreme weather 
puts people in direct harm and threatens regular 
healthcare delivery.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NotesThe picture on the slide is from Hurricane Harvey in Houston in 2017In addition to the flooding that you see in the photo, the floodwaters that swirled through many of Houston’s streets contained arsenic, lead, and dangerously high levels of Escherichia coli, among other agents. Over a 13-county area, 46 chemical plants and refinery sites released a reported 4.6 million pounds of so-called “excess emissions” above and beyond normal operations—some due to necessary shutdown or startup procedures and others due to unforeseen leaks or explosions. [1]In dollars alone: Hurricane Harvey has cost approximately $125 - $190 billion in damage, the costliest natural disaster in U.S. history. (combined dollar amounts of Katrina and Sandy) 1% of the nation’s economy.500,000 cars and trucks rendered inoperable from flooding, double that of Sandy. As much as 31% of the total U.S. oil refining capacity has been taken offline or reduced dramatically because of Harvey. [2]The resulting floods inundated hundreds of thousands of homes, displaced more than 30,000 people, and prompted more than 17,000 rescues.  107 confirmed deaths. intensity of individual extreme rainfall events could increase by as much as 70 percent in some areas. [3]Toxic Mold Talking Points:  Dampness—which can persist for weeks or months after even a minor ood—provides a nearly optimal breeding ground for mold. In the wake of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita of 2005, for example, heavy mold growth was identified in 70,000 water-damaged homes. Areas that flooded also had higher airborne mold counts than areas that did not flood, indoor air mold counts were as much as seven times higher than those of outside air. [2] Studies show that infants and children, particularly those of lower socioeconomic status, who are exposed to mold before one year of age are 2.8 to 4 times more likely to develop asthma than their unexposed peers. [4]Sources[1]Nicole, Wendee “Wristbands for Research: Using Wearable Sensors to Collect Exposure Data after Hurricane Harvey” Environmental Health Perspectives https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/ehp3131/[2] Forbes, “We Looked Into the Effects of Hurricane Harvey and Here’s What We Found,” September 5, 2017. https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2017/09/05/we-looked-into-the-effects-of-hurricane-harvey-and-heres-what-we-found/#5af6d68f76f1[3] Prein, et al. 2016  “The future intensification of hourly precipitation extremes” Nature Climate Change 7(1)[4] Mark J. Mendell, Anna G. Mirer. Kerry Cheung, My Tong, and Jeroen Douwes. “Respritory and Allergic Health Effects of Dampness, Mold, and Dampness-Related Agents: A Review of the Epidemiologic Evidence.” June 2011, Environmental Health Perspectives. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3114807/Image: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?search=hurricane+harvey+2017&title=Special:Search&profile=default&fulltext=1&searchToken=5vkiibyosqiwdklwxr9t5hxeb#/media/File:Hurricane_Harvey_Relief_Sept_2017_(36487862313).jpgAdditional example:Hurricane Sandy hit New York City in the fall of 2012 and some people are still cleaning up, while others haven’t been able to return.A program called Build It Back was meant to have restored damaged New YorkCity homes by the end of 2016, but one in five eligible people still haven’t had their dwellings repaired.Thousands of vulnerable city residents endured hunger, cold, and fear for days after the storm while they were stranded without assistance and, in some cases, without access to vital medicines.  No one, not residents, family members, building owners, city officials, or aid workers, were prepared for the magnitude of need caused by power failures that persisted long after the storm passed. [1] The far Rockaways is home to four major public housing projects as well as a number of nursing homes and halfway houses.  In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, thousands of poor and elderly were trapped in the upper floors of these buildings. Many of the residents suffered from chronic medical conditions—arthritis, high blood pressure, and diabetes. Weeks after the hurricane, residents were found who had gone without pain or cancer medication. Elevators were out in many of the buildings for months. [2]New York is still feeling the effects of Hurricane Sandy over five years later [3]  Those without flood insurance were left homeless for a year. Poorer people are less likely to have the resources to rebuild while they spend years fighting for help from the government or an insurance company (if they even had insurance to begin with). There are still people who have yet to get back in their homes. NYC’s Build it Back program reports that by the end of 2016, 90% of participants received aid and/or began constructing homes, 76% of single-family homes were completed.  But more than ½ of the 20,000 applicants dropped out or were disqualified.Sources:[1] Sheri Fink, “A Queens High Rise Where Fear, Death and Myth Collided,” The New York Times, December 19, 2012 http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/20/nyregion/at-queens-high-rise-fear-death-and-myth-collided.htmlPhoto: https://flic.kr/p/dpAuKS[2] John Manuel, “The Long Road to Recovery: Environmental Health Impacts of Hurricane Sandy,” Environmental Health Perspectives, 2013, https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/121-a152/[3] https://phys.org/news/2017-10-york-effects-hurricane-sandy-years.html  Sarah Fecht, Columbia University October 27, 2017 “New York is still feeling the effects of Hurricane Sandy, five years later.”-The Guardian, Oct 2017 https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/27/hurricane-sandy-five-years-later-climate-change



Vector-Borne Diseases
• Climate change influences habitat and behavior

• Expanded range due to increase in 
temperature

• Additional reproductive days
• Increased reproductive rate, faster incubation
• Increased metabolism, leading to more 

feeding

• Mosquitoes carry Zika, chikungunya, dengue 
fever, yellow fever, and West Nile virus

Impacts | Vector-Borne Disease

Sources: Githeko, Lindsay, Confalonieri, Patz, “Climate change and vector-borne 
diseases: a regional analysis”  (Bulletin of the WHO, 2000) | CDC, “Zika Virus”; CDC 
“Vital Signs” May 2018

Disease cases from mosquito, tick, and flea bites 
more than tripled from 2004 to 2016

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talking PointsThere are more bugs carrying diseases in more placesAnd, warmer weather means that these disease-carrying vectors also reproduce more and more quickly, and have a faster metabolism which means they want to eat more NotesClimate change has expanded habitat ranges for vectors such as mosquitos or ticks – that can carry pathogens.[1] The number of illnesses caused by mosquito, tick, and flea bites have tripled in the United States over the last few years, according to new data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. According to the CDC, more than 640,000 cases were reported across the country from 2004 through 2016, though officials say the actual number of illnesses is likely much higher. During this time period, nine new germs spread by mosquitoes and ticks were either discovered or introduced into the U.S. [2]Mosquitoes are one of the most prominent vectors for tropical diseases and recent research suggests that under a worst-case scenario, involving continued high global emissions coupled with fast population growth, the number of people exposed to mosquitoes could be as many as 8 to 9 billion by late this century, compared to the current 4 billion. [3]The Aedes aegypti mosquito is the principle vector that spreads dengue fever, chikungunya, Zika fever, and yellow feverMore than 20 major U.S. cities have ideal climate conditions for mosquitoes at least 200 days each year.  [4]Since 1980, the average number of days with ideal conditions for mosquitos has increased dramatically in numerous cities [4]Sources: [1] Andrew K Githeko, Steve W.lindsay, Ulisses E. Confalonieri, and Jonathan A. Patz, “Climate change and vector-borne diseases: a regional analysis” (Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 2000)(2) CDC “Vital Signs” May 2018 https://www.cdc.gov/vitalsigns/vector-borne/modules/VS-Vector-Diseases-508.pdf[3] Justin Gillis, “In Zika Epidemic, a Warning on Climate Change,” The New York Times, February 20, 2016.  http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/21/world/americas/in-zika-epidemic-a-warning-on-climate-change.html?_r=1[4] Climate Central, “More Mosquito Days Increasing Zika Risk in U.S.” July 27, 2016, http://www.climatecentral.org/news/more-mosquito-days-increasing-zika-risk-in-us-20553Seth Borenstein, “Zika Mosquito Likes Higher Temperatures,” U.S. News, February 3, 2016. http://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2016-02-03/higher-temperatures-makes-zika-mosquito-spread-disease-moreCDC, Zika virus https://www.cdc.gov/zika/index.htmlPhoto: https://pixabay.com/en/dance-schools-mosquitoes-mass-1837658/
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Fo o d  a nd  Nut rit io n
• A 1.8° F increase in projected mean temperature was 

found to decrease wheat yields by nearly 21%

• For every day during the growing season above 84° F, 
corn yields decline by 0.7%

Sources: U.S. Global Research Program, “Impacts of Rising CO2 on the Nutritional Value of Crops, n.d. | Schlenker, Roberts, Nonlinear 
temperature effects indicate severe damages to U.S. crop yields under climate change, PNAS, 2009 | Ekstrom, Climate Change may 
affect Wheat Yields, 2013

Increases in CO2 levels will likely lead to decrease in 
protein and essential minerals (zinc, iron, copper, 

magnesium and calcium) in crops

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NotesProtein content of major food crops is very likely to decline significantly., as much as 10 %,  as atmospheric CO2 concentrations increase. [1]  By the end of the century, U.S. corn yields could fall by 1/3 from heat stress alone [2]. This would largely eliminate the gains in yields made over the past few decades [3].Sources: [1] U.S. Global Research Program, “Impacts of Rising CO2 on the Nutritional Value of Crops,” n.d. https://health2016.globalchange.gov/food-safety-nutrition-and-distribution#box-263[2] Wolfram Schlenker, and Michael J. Roberts, “Nonlinear temperature effects indicate severe damages to U.S. crop yields under climate change.” PNAS, 2009, www.pnas.org/content/106/37/15594[3] David Ekstrom, “Climate Change may affect Wheat Yields,” 2013, http://www.agriculture.com/crops/wheat/climate-chge-may-affect-wheat-yields_144-ar33557Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/agriculture-agronomy-autumn-218189/Notes on Pathogens to mention:The occurrence of some pathogens, such as Salmonella, Escherichia coli (E. coli), and Campylobacter, could increase with climate change because these pathogens thrive in warm, humid conditions. For example, Salmonella on raw chicken will double in number approximately every hour at 70°F, every 30 minutes at 80°F, and every 22 minutes at 90°F. [1]Sources: [1] U.S. Global Research Program, “Food Safety, Nutrition, and Distribution,” n.d. https://health2016.globalchange.gov/food-safety-nutrition-and-distribution See Section: Climate Impacts on Pathogen Prevalence
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Oce a n  W a rm ing  Thre a t e ns  Ma rine  Life  a nd  
Crit ica l So urce s  o f Fo o d

Sources: Berwyn, Rate of Ocean Warming Has Nearly Doubled Over Two Decades, Inside Climate News, 2017 | NRDC Ocean Acidification: 
The Other CO2 Problem,  2009 | Alexander-Bloch Seafood industry under threat from climate change and ocean acidification, Nola.com, 
2014
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NotesThe rate of ocean warming has nearly doubled since 1992 compared with the previous three decades. [1]. The combustion of fossil fuels also leads to ocean acidification.  Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, the oceans have become 30% more acidic, faster than any known change in ocean chemistry in the last 50 million years. Warming oceans and increasing acidity threaten not only coral reefs, but also marine life such as which humans depend.  [2]. The total loss in revenue for the fisheries industry could go as high as $41 billion, and 400 million people, who depend critically on fish for their food, would face reduced access to marine protein. [3]Oceans have provided a major buffer for a changing climate – absorbing much of the heat around us.   But warmer oceans can contribute to more intense storms.Sources: [1] Bob Berwyn, “Rate of Ocean Warming Has Nearly Doubled Over Two Decades”, Inside Climate News, March 11, 2017[2] NRDC “Ocean Acidication: The Other CO2 Problem” 2009[3] Benjamin Alexander-Bloch “Seafood industry under threat from climate change and ocean acidification” Nola.com, May 28, 2014
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Im p a c t s  o n  So c ia l Co he s io n

Hurricane Florence, 2018

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.osbm.nc.gov/media/826/open (left photo)Human Impacts – Social/Moral/Community Cohesion/EvacueesNeighborhoods disappearHugo – 80,000 trees fell , almost $2 billion in damage in CharlotteMichael – schools flooded, mold, health hazardsSchools, businesses, rec centers close, go bankruptTrauma remainsEvacuees can move miles away. After Hurricane Katrina, 15,000 people fled to Columbia SC – almost 700 miles awayDecreased sense of cohesionDisrupted sense of continuity and belongingIncreased interpersonal aggression, such as domestic abuse and crimeIncreased intergroup aggression, such as political conflict and warSource: “Mental Health and Our Changing Climate,” 2017, ecoAmericaPhoto:  12NewsABC; Charlotte Observer
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Pub lic  He a lt h  a nd  Pub lic  Sa fe t y
Me nt a l He a lt h  a nd  Tra um a

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Human Impacts - Personal and Public Health and Safety, Mental Health - COVID has added to it.Aggression, suicide, alcohol use – need for services spikes after disaster, often when services are most disruptedClimate impacts affect the public long after the storm has passed and the fire has been put out.  Children who have had to flee disasters, and certainly those who have lost family members, can face trauma for years. Not to be overlooked are those in emergency services who have had to deal with the disaster, see the damage, and talk with family members after.Young people worry about having children, and what the world will look like in 50 years.  People of all ages worry about job loss, property loss, physical health impacts.ecoAmerica has done research to offer guidance to communities on the mental health impacts of the changing climate.  The cover of our guide is pictured here. "As people of color, as Black folk we talk a lot about our resiliency, about our ability to bounce back from disasters, whether that's a natural disaster like Florence, or a human disaster like white supremacy and racism. But what if the traumatic event didn't have to happen?" she said. She argued, and Dr. Hargett nodded agreement, that this is a sort of "toxic resiliency"—not actually bouncing back, but adapting to the toxicity of stress and repeated trauma in the body in ways that are actually damaging.”  Resident of New Bern, from Environmental Health News Jan 22, 2019 https://www.ehn.org/lingering-long-after-a-storm-mold-and-mental-health-issues-2625546179.html, Photos:  https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-families/climate-change-and-mental-health-connections/affects-on-mental-healthecoAmerica; free fireman photos no attribution requiredhttps://pixabay.com/photos/fireman-firefighter-9-11-100720/
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Em e rg e ncy Se rvice s

Praying in Wilmington, Hurricane Florence 
2018

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Towns see loss or surge in population after disasters, strain emergency servicesAccess, road infrastructure issues, resource needs, emergency plans, back up electricityEvacuation procedures and training, regional and state coordination, rescues, equipment, costsLeft:  Rescue personnel take a moment to pray after a large tree fell on a home killing a mother and her infant following Hurricane Florence coming ashore on September 14, 2018 in Wilmington, North Carolina. A man was rescued. Florence, a category 1 storm, hit the coast between South and North Carolina. Photo by Ken Cedeno/UPITop right:  Riverbend, NC Emergency Mgmt Dept, Hurricane Florence 2018Bottom right:  NC DPS photo:  Friday, October 12, 2018 - 2:01pmOne of the largest storms to ever strike the state, Hurricane Florence devastated communities across eastern and central North Carolina. Several NC Department of Public Safety agencies were instrumental in response to and recovery from Florence.
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Vulne ra b le  Po p u la t io ns  in  Disa s t e rs
• Demographics, socioeconomic status, and physical 

location can impact climate vulnerability
• Climate change exacerbates existing inequities

Sources: US Global Research Program Climate and Health Assessment “Vulnerable Populations”

While climate change impacts all of us, low-
income communities, communities of color, 
children, the elderly, and those with limited 
language proficiency are some of the most 

vulnerable.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NotesKey Message #2 from Ch. 14 “Human Health” of NCA4:Exposure and Resilience Vary Across Populations and Communities People and communities are differentially exposed to hazards and disproportionately affected by climate-related health risks. Populations experiencing greater health risks include children, older adults, low-income communities, and some communities of color.Climate change has the potential to affect the environment in a number of ways that place increased stress on everyone, but disproportionately on the most vulnerable populations, including the elderly, minorities, children and economically disadvantaged [1].  There is a problem of inequity - many disproportionate impacts to individual & community mental healthRisk-Prone Areas: Communities in which people’s livelihoods are directly tied to the natural environment, through agriculture, fishing, or tourism, are at greater riskOccupational Groups:  Certain lines and fields of work are more directly exposed to the impact of climate change. Personal health impacts and diminished or loss of work has health. This includes people such as agricultural workers, firefighters, fishermen, etc.)Women with Children: The stress directly related to supporting a child makes women more affected as well as they frequently assume the caregiver role and tend to have fewer economic resources than men. And, heat and air pollution have adverse affects pregnancy, specifically impacting rates of premature birth, low birth weight and stillbirth.Children and Infants: More vulnerable due to small size, developing organs and nervous systems, and rapid metabolisms. More sensitive to temperature, because they sweat less, and because they are more likely to depend on others to help them regulate their behavior. Studies show how climate impacts may have long-term and even permanent effects, such as on behavior, motor, cognition, and IQ. Leads to impaired memory, executive function, and decision-making in later life. Experience PTSD and depression following traumatic experiences with more severity and prevalence than adults, can exacerbated by being detached from caregivers, or the mental health of the caregiver. Older Adults: Due to increased health and mobility challenges, the elderly are also very susceptible to the risks of climate impacts. Additionally, higher rates of untreated depression and other physical illnesses reported among seniors contribute to this increased vulnerability. Heat can have a particularly severe impact on the elderly and those with pre-existing medical conditionsDisadvantanged Communities: example of those who experienced Hurricane Sandy living in low-income neighborhoods reporting higher rates of mental distress. Some communities of color, particularly in African American and Latinx communities, are prone to experience increased impacts due to their increased exposure to environmental risks. Likely to have fewer financial and political resources to buffer the impact. Communities may also be less resilient when social stressors such as racism, economic inequalities, and environmental injustices weaken their ability to cope with disastersIndigenous Communities: Risk of losing their cultural heritage + homes/villages due to sea-level rise or thawing permafrost. Relocation poses a threat to weakening social networks, increasing conflict, and stress. This is leading to increased drug and alcohol use among other mental health impacts.People with existing conditions:  People of all ages with disabilities or chronic mental or physical health issues may experience climate-related impacts at a greater extentSource:  Clayton, S., Manning, C. M., Krygsman, K.,& Speiser, M. (2017). Mental Health and Our Changing Climate: Impacts,Implications, and Guidance. Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association, and ecoAmerica.[1] EPA, ”International Climate Impacts,” n.d. https://www.epa.gov/climate-impacts/international-climate-impacts#Vulnerable See Paragraph: Impacts on Vulnerable PopulationsRebecca Pass Philipsborn, Kevin Chan, Climate Change and Global Child Health, Pediatrics, May 2018 http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/early/2018/05/04/peds.2017-3774Photo top:  https://www.cnn.com/2018/09/15/us/storm-florence-carolinas/index.htmlPhoto below: https://www.futurity.org/hurricanes-older-adults-1864332/
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Ho using  & He a lt h  Disp a rit ie s
Hurricane Florence

September 2018

Of those flooded out, 12,013 
homeowners and 3,509 
renters are defined as having 
unmet needs, totaling $734.8 
million in property. The most 
significant portions of 
concentrations of damage to 
homes by dollar amount are 
concentrated in Craven, 
Pender, Robeson and Duplin 
counties--some of the poorest 
counties in the state with some 
of the poorest health outcomes.Of t ho se flooded out during 

Hurricane Florence in 2018:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Human impacts – Elderly, Children, Front lineChildren are more likely to suffer from air and water pollution, lungs still developing, breath more, closer to the ground, play outside moreStudies prove that children learn less on hot days, and 60% of US schools have no air conditioning. (UCLA study?)Elderly more susceptible to heart and respiratory illness, air pollution impacts like particulate matter from smoke, lung irritation from increased and longer pollen seasons, heat stroke Low income neighborhoods more likely to be in low lying areas, hit by flooding; also near highways and coal plants, affected by air pollution, no fund to rebuild after stormsHurricane Florence Sept 19 , 2018 (PS magazine), 50 Hog waste lagoons flooded, coal ash ponds overflowed, 31 people died:As residents return to flooded homes, the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services is warning that buildings exposed to standing water during the storm may be contaminated with mold, which is particularly dangerous for people with asthma. "Research determines that, during hurricane events like this, several other human health issues become magnified," Michael Mallin, professor at University of North Carolina–Wilmington's Center for Marine Sciences, told Pacific Standard, citing increased risk of asthma, higher incidences of insect bites, and unsafe exposure to mold. https://psmag.com/news/the-damage-from-hurricane-florence-is-still-growingPhoto -
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How Decades of Racist Housing Policy Left Neighborhoods Sweltering

August 24, 2020

Richmond, VA
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COVID-19  a nd  Clim a t e
Utility Shutoff Orders
 Initial Actions – Duke extended to March
 Current Situation
 Water shutoff – COVID
 Available aid for low-income households

Disproportionate COVID deaths
 Areas with High Particulate Matter
 Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs)
 Many low-income, minority communities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shut off ordersNCUC--$257 million in unpaid customer bills in NC by June 30, 2020, across all utilitiesInitialGov. Cooper EO 124 barred utility shutoffs for 60 days, extended through Dec 2020Includes mandate to offer a 6-month repayment plan before shutoff allowed—still in effecthttp://pulse.ncpolicywatch.org/2020/03/31/gov-cooper-bars-utility-shutoffs-for-60-days/CurrentNC Utility Commission Order—only effects Duke Energy + Dominion, NOT municipal systems or electric cooperativesExtended moratorium on shutoffs through Sept. 1, 2020Requires offering a 12-month repayment planhttps://www.wral.com/new-nc-utility-cutoff-rules-explained/19211898/https://starw1.ncuc.net/NCUC/ViewFile.aspx?Id=73f62403-d0c3-4932-bc25-54a25d940ee6Available AidLow Income Energy Assistance Program (LIEAP) is a federally-funded program that provides for a one-time vendor payment to help eligible households pay their heating billshttps://www.ncdhhs.gov/assistance/low-income-services/low-income-energy-assistanceWeatherization Assistance Programhttps://www.energy.gov/eere/wap/weatherization-assistance-program Particulate MatterPublished April 2020 by Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public HealthNot peer reviewedStudy = long-term exposure to fine particulate air pollution (PM2.5)PM2.5 = generated largely from cars, refineries, and power plantsFinding: Someone who lives in a county with high levels of PM2.5 is 8% more likely to die from COIVD-19 than someone from a region with one microgram per cubic meter or lesshttps://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/air-pollution-linked-with-higher-covid-19-death-rates/https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/climate/air-pollution-coronavirus-covid.htmlHAPsConducted by Pro Publica/State University of New York, published in Journal of Environmental Research Letters (Peer reviewed)Published Sept. 2020Study = Approx. 3,100 U.S. counties, looking at levels of HAPs and per-capita COVID death ratesHAPs (EPA definition) = chemicals known or suspected to cause cancer or other serious health problems.Data = EPA’s 2014 National Air Toxics AssessmentFinding: Close correlation b/w levels of HAPs and per-capita death ratehttps://www.propublica.org/article/new-research-shows-disproportionate-rate-of-coronavirus-deaths-in-polluted-areashttps://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/abaf86Photos: unsplash.comBottom photo:  https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/03/02/united-states-pandemic-impact-people-poverty#
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Im p a c t s : J o b s , Ta x Ba se  |  J us t  a nd  Eq u it a b le  
Tra ns it io n

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Built Systems – Jobs, Property, Business Cities worry about loss of businesses and jobs from damaging severe weather and sea level rise, but also from the energy sector transition away from coal and gas toward renewables.  Many workers in the fossil fuel industry fear being left behind.  Even though the solar and wind industries are creating more jobs than than are being lost, workers do not find it easy to move and start over, especially when it is all their family has ever known.Many climate advocates talk about a Just Transition for this reason – there is great need to re-train workers and find replacement industries in the same places as the coal jobs.In this photo, truckers blocked a highway in Cumblerland, Kentucky in solidarity with coal miners who were protesting over wages that were left unpaid when a mining company, Blackjewel,  abruptly shut down. Photo from Aug 19, 2019https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/19/us/kentucky-coal-miners.htmlSolar industry – diversity – pipeline cancellation need for jobs; energy efficiency jobsJune Blotnick’s HousePhotos:  Kristian Thacker, NYTimes
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Im p a c t s : Bu ilt  Sys t e m s a nd  In fra s t ruc t u re  

Doral Apartments Charlotte, Tropical Storm Fay 2008

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #46  Built Systems – Infrastructure Talking Points:TP 1  Local governments have many structures that are impacted by increased flooding, wildfires, hurricanes and other climate induced disasters.  One of the biggest challenges is protecting the emergency services, whose personnel and equipment are also in harm’s way. Built environment is impacted by severe weather, but also has strain from ongoing climate impacts – drought, heat, invasive species, etc.  All of this strain adds costs.TP 2. Public buildings are also important as places of refuge before, during, and after storms. Governments may also partner with schools, Red Cross, private groups, houses of worship, for refuge from impacts.Loss of tax base – big concern, makes the cost even more. Right when communities need to re-build, their tax revenue goes down.Emergency Services / Hospitals , Public safety, Community Centers, Public theaters / arenas, Schools, Government Buildings, Social Services, Courts, Public records, Police, Fire, Medic, Utilities, Drinking Water Systems / Sewers, Stormwater, Insurance rates, Communications towers, Business servicesSources:[1] Source 1 Mayor J. RobertsImages:Image credit 1:  Doral apartments, Meck Co website. https://www.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=bb6dfbfa9c674e969c42e031942edc28Right: AP photo https://wlos.com/news/local/flooding-fears-surge-as-rivers-rise-wilmington-cut-off
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Im p a c t s : Zo n ing / La nd  Use  in  Urb a n  Are a s
• Intense rainfall changes 

floodplains

• Increased density

• Proper drainage

• Building codes

• Stormwater

• Evacuation routes

• Air rights 

• Tree management

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Climate impacts affect land use/ zoning / urban planning:DensityFloodplain developmentStormwater managementTree cover and placement; tree managementEvacuation routes, emergency services access (speed bumps e.g.)Resilient utilities and systemsTraffic flow , transportations corridors and accessShade and air rights for solar / building height above ground / wind resistanceMeck Co flood buyout program:  To date, SWS has purchased over 400 properties, returning 185 acres to open space and avoiding over $25 million in losses and counting. Buyouts are typically completed within six months of a flood, and Trautman is working to make them even more efficient. Sept 2019 article : NRDC https://www.nrdc.org/experts/anna-weber/blueprint-buyout-charlottemecklenburg-county-ncPhoto:   "CFD Flood Response 8.5.2011" by the Charlotte Fire Department, shared under CC BY 2.0.  
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Im p a c t s : Tra nsp o rt a t io n
• Airports
• Roads and emergency vehicles
• Transit systems/trains
• Critical junctures: tunnels, bridges
• Pedestrian and bike safety
• Ports and shipping lanes                               Highway 17 New Bern, Hurricane Florence

• State and federal highways collaboration
• Road blockages / food and goods shortages

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #49 Built Systems – Operations and TransportationTalking Points:TP 1. Transportation is affected at every level, and is essential for removing people and goods and food out of harms way to safety. It is important to plan contingencies if major systems break or are incapacitated.  Critical junctures like bridges are vulnerable, some cities are more challenged than others by geography and weather patterns.TP 2. Even cities far from the location of storms can be impacted by transportation and infrastructure disruptions.  Many parts of the East Coast, for example, had gasoline shortages after Hurricane Katrina because of damage to refineries and roads in Louisiana. Sources:[1] Source 1. Mayor J. RobertsImages: https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/we-need-help-nc-towns-plead-for-dam-levee-upgrades-after-second-major-flood-in-two-years/2018/09/18/1792b788-bb61-11e8-a8aa-860695e7f3fc_story.html
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Im p a c t s : Ut ilit ie s  – Po w e r Out a g e s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Left:  https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/10/24/climate-change-power-outages/Right: https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/we-need-help-nc-towns-plead-for-dam-levee-upgrades-after-second-major-flood-in-two-years/2018/09/18/1792b788-bb61-11e8-a8aa-860695e7f3fc_story.html 
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Im p a c t s : W a t e r Sys t e m s, Se w e rs , a nd  
St o rm w a t e r

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stormwater systems are overloaded – many having to re-do , dig up, add underground cisterns to accommodate, do flood buy-out programs to tear down houses and restore whole areas to grass and trees to absorb excess water.NC towns frequently flooded are not able to pay to repair systems, getting loans from state.  How many will go bankrupt?Source :  WRAL, Sept 25, 2019Left photo https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/we-need-help-nc-towns-plead-for-dam-levee-upgrades-after-second-major-flood-in-two-years/2018/09/18/1792b788-bb61-11e8-a8aa-860695e7f3fc_story.html
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Im p a c t s : Scho o ls  a nd  Ed uca t io n

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
School clean up often lasts years; children are displaced; mold lingers and impacts health; children moved from communities; learning is disrupted, adding to trauma in children.  Places to play outside not safe, not healthy, children more likely to catch bacteria, infections from bad air, bad water after storm damage. Displacement; Health issues; Trauma and learning; Family displacement; Schools losing students; Cost of repair; Teacher management; EvacuationsMany American schools are not air conditioned – UCLA study confirmed that heat impacts learning.  PBS.org. https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/kids-learn-less-on-hot-days-global-warming-is-making-it-worse?fbclid=IwAR229HmCoEAJEOACLNxGAyaRIiHndjxzdm8QTQjWyAPgDL1nqGMLK5PPhoto:  Greenville Citizen-Times, Lumberton elementary school ; ABC15 News
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Im p a c t s : 
Insu ra nce  a nd  
Ho using  Co s t s

Avon, NC

Nags Head

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Insurance – many are now refusing to insure homes in areas subject to floods, storms, fire – causing loss and dilemmas for homeowners and governments.Photo and article, NYTimes Aug 20, 2019NC Climate Risk Assessment and Resilience Plan – 11 sectorsLeft photo - https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/14/climate/outer-banks-tax-climate-change.htmlRight photo - Homes in Nags Head, N.C., as Hurricane Florence approached in September 2018.Credit...Steve Helber/Associated Press News Article NYT June 19, 2020. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/19/climate/climate-seas-30-year-mortgage.html
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Im p a c t s : Na t u ra l Sys t e m s
• Farmland / food 
• Drinking water
• Parks, recreation, and 

open spaces
• Tree damage
• Natural buffers, berms, 

and swales         
• Mudslides
• Natural heritage
• Wildlife/extinctions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #55 Nature – natural heritage/iconic symbols/green infrastructureTalking Points:The last area of community impacts are the natural systems.  Impacts are seen in the natural landscape, and the natural assets like trees, water features, wildlife, vegetation, (invasive species) , farmland, dams, and iconic symbols of natural heritage.  Apart from obvious and urgent impacts like food shortages, downed trees disrupting power grids, and mudslides destroying mountains, floodwaters changing lakes and rivers, there are also losses of iconic trees, sites of natural heritage, endangered species, species that a region identifies with like sea turtles in Florida or wolves in the west.Images:WNCT July 25, 2018 - beach erosion in Outer Banks This showcase of Mother Nature’s handiwork has turned into something of an attraction for visitors and locals. Some say they had to come see it to believe it. Image credit bottom left. 2018 Watauga Co. A landslide crashed into a house, May 30, 2018, hitting a gas line and causing an explosion in Watauga County, N.C. The damage is shown in an aerial image from video taken May 31, 2018.WSOC Right:  Dec. 2016. The 154-step staircase to Whitewater Falls in Jackson County was completely destroyed by wildfire. (Photo: Courtesy U.S. Forest Service)
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Solutions and Benefits

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #58Talking Points:TP 1TP 2Sources:[1] Source 1[2] Source 2Images:Image credit 1Image credit 2
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Choices are being 
made on a global 
scale

Glo b a l So lu t io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #59Talking Points: SOURCE:Image: Vectorstock.com



In December 2015, the 21st Conference of the Parties to the 
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change convened in 

Paris, resulting in a historic global agreement to cut 
greenhouse gas emissions.

Sources: 
Center for Climate and Energy Solutions. “OUTCOMES OF THE U.N. 
CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE IN PARIS.” December 2015

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #60Talking Points:  The agreement reached is between 197 countries is the first to commit all countries to cut carbon emissions. The Paris Agreement establishes two long term goals. The first is a temperature goal of well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C (2.7 F), the latter being the level at which small, low-lying islands are thought to remain relatively safe. 184 parties have ratified to the Convention [2]Sources:[1] Center for Climate and Energy Solutions. “OUTCOMES OF THE U.N. CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE IN PARIS.” December 2015. http://www.c2es.org/international/negotiations/cop21-paris/summary[2] United Nations Climate Change. “Paris Agreement – Status of Ratification.” https://unfccc.int/process/the-paris-agreement/status-of-ratificationPhoto: https://flic.kr/p/BsVsMq
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Sources: 
Center for Climate and Energy Solutions. “OUTCOMES OF THE U.N. CLIMATE CHANGE 
CONFERENCE IN PARIS.” December 2015

Effe c t  o f Curre n t  P le d g e s  a nd  Po lic ie s

NYT 10/25/21

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #61Talking Points:The second is an operationalization of the temperature goal. It states that greenhouse gas emissions should peak globally as soon as possible, and that nations should rapidly reduce emissions thereafter “in accordance with best available science, so as to achieve a balance between anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases in the second half of this century.” These reductions will be achieved through intended nationally determined contributions (INDCs), with each country reducing emissions by the amount they see viable.  While the reductions themselves are not binding, submitting an emissions reduction target and the regular review of that goals are.UNFORTUNATELY, on June 1, 2017, President Trump would cease all participation in the agreement, stating it undermines our economy and would put the US at a permanent disadvantage.In accordance with Article 28 of the Paris Agreement, the earliest possible effective withdrawal date by the United States cannot be before November 4, 2020, four years after the Agreement came into effect in the United States and one day after the 2020 U.S. presidential election The White House later clarified that the U.S. will abide by the four-year exit process. Until the withdrawal takes effect, the United States may be obligated to maintain its commitments under the Agreement, such as the requirement to continue reporting its emissions to the United Nations.Sources:[1] Center for Climate and Energy Solutions. “OUTCOMES OF THE U.N. CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE IN PARIS.” December 2015. http://www.c2es.org/international/negotiations/cop21-paris/summaryhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_withdrawal_from_the_Paris_Agreement
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Choices our federal 
government is making

Na t io na l So lu t io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #64Talking Points: Sources:Photo:



In 2009, the EPA found 
that greenhouse gases 

“threaten the public health 
and welfare 

of current and 
future generations.”

Sources:  Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under the Section 202(a) of the Clean Air 
Plumer, Brad Trump’s big new executive order to tear up Obama’s climate policies, explained, Mar 28, 2017 Vox
Solutions Memo  | Hart Research Associates/Public Opinion Strategies, “CNBC AAES First Quarter Survey Study #12155a” April 3-6, 2017

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #65Talking Points: In 2009, used section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act to issue an endangerment finding that greenhouse gasses threatened human health. [1]PUBLIC COMMENTS INCLUDED in EPA processTrump Admin is rolling back EPA powers and regsThe endangerment finding provided the foundation for the Obama Administration to issue the Clean Power Plan in 2015.  The CPP sought to set the first ever federal limits on carbon pollution from power plants. Power plants are the single largest source of carbon pollution in the US. The CPP would have been the largest reduction in greenhouse gases in US history, cutting 32% of carbon pollution from 2005 levels by 2030. Unfortunately, On March 28, 2017, the Trump Administration issued an Executive Order requiring the review of the Clean Power Plan and take necessary steps to either rescind or rewrite/revise the regulation. However, since much of the legal underpinning remains, the Administration will need to undertake an extended rulemaking review. [2] [3]Since that time, the administration has rolled back over 70 environmental rules. [5]Overall, the majority of Americans disapprove of the Trump Administration's actions to roll back the climate regulations 52% (with 40% strongly disagreeing). [4]Sources:[1] Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under the Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act https://www.epa.gov/climatechange/endangerment-and-cause-or-contribute-findings-greenhouse-gases-under-section-202a[2, 3] Plumer, Brad Trump’s big new executive order to tear up Obama’s climate policies, explained, Mar 28, 2017 http://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/3/27/14922516/trump-executive-order-climateSolutions Memo [4] Hart Research Associates/Public Opinion Strategies, “CNBC AAES First Quarter Survey Study #12155a” April 3-6, 2017, Question # 251 https://climateadvocacylab.org/system/files/FI%2012155a%20CNBC%20AAES%20Q1.pdf[5] http://www.environmentalintegrity.org/trump-watch-epa/regulatory-rollbacks/Photo: https://flic.kr/p/7BzwpV;  Michael Regan, from NC Climate Ambassadors Zoom Oct 2020
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Part 1 – Center of Foreign Policy and Nat’l Security	Names John Kerry – Special Presidential Envoy for Climate (global)Part 2 – Govt- wide approach (interagency)	Climate Czar for domestic – Gina McCarthyGovt Purchasing; Asset Mgmt; Govt workers; Ag, Reforestation, EnergyEnvironmental JusticeEcon OpportunityPart 3 – Gen’l provisions
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Re g io na l Co lla b o ra t io n
• Alliance of Regional Collaboratives for Climate 

Adaptation

• Mississippi River Cities and Towns Initiative

• Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Cities Initiative

• Southeast Florida Regional Compact

• Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (Northeast US, 
VA, NC?)

• SMART-POWER Partnership (NC, VA, + MD)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Solutions:  Regional CollaborativesTP:  Many cities recognize that they are naturally connected through geography, transportation networks, governance structures in ways that allow regional systems to operate well.  Regional collaboration is always a good idea, since companies, storms, economic growth, climate evacuees, etc. do not care about jurisdictional lines – impacts and solutions often call for collaboration across city, county, state and even national boundaries.TP: These collaborations can take many forms, and they can address different issues.  Collaboration in one area often spills into other areas, strengthening everything from advocacy to transportation planning.  Some examples:River basin collaborations : GLSLC, MRCTI.  Based around river basins, cities share common challenges of flooding, loss of crop land, need for resilience coordinationGovernment compacts:  Miami and SE FloridaToday, the Compact represents a new form of regional climate governance designed to allow local governments to set the agenda for adaptation, while providing state and federal agencies with access to technical assistance and support. The Compact’s work is widely recognized as one of the nation’s leading examples of regional-scale climate action, and it continues to serve as an exemplary mechanism for collaboration on climate adaptation and mitigation efforts.Source:  https://southeastfloridaclimatecompact.org/about-us/what-is-the-compact/.   Each county contributes staff and resources to a regional climate action plan.ARCCA – Alliance of Regional Collaboratives for Climate Adaptation - part of LGC, each of 7 CA regions coordinates adaptation, resilience and advocacy.RGGI : The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is the first mandatory market-based program in the United States to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. RGGI is a cooperative effort among the states of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont to cap and reduce CO2 emissions from the power sector.  Cap and trade on carbon in these states. https://www.rggi.org/program-overview-and-design/elements(The cap on greenhouse gas emissions that drive global warming is a firm limit on pollution. The cap gets stricter over time.The trade part is a market for companies to buy and sell allowances that let them emit only a certain amount, as supply and demand set the price. Trading gives companies a strong incentive to save money by cutting emissions in the most cost-effective ways. – explanation from EDF. https://www.edf.org/climate/how-cap-and-trade-works )Issue driven collaboration :  Low flow protocol during drought along Catawba River NCSMART-POWER Partnership = Southeast and Mid-Atlantic Regional Transformative Partnership forOffshore Wind Energy Resources (SMART-POWER)--NC, VA, + MD joint offshore wind development efforthttps://www.newsobserver.com/article246808412.html 
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Choices that state 
governments are making

St a t e  So lu t io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #67Talking Points:Sources:Photo:Vectors: Vectorstock.com 
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Re ne w a b le  Po rt fo lio s  By St a t e

Sources: DSIRE, NC Clean Energy Technology Center. Renewable Portfolio Standard Policies. 2017 | Durkay. State Renewable Standards And Goals. National Confederation of 
State Legislatures, 2016.| Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2018

Renewable portfolio 
standard in place

Renewable 
portfolio goals set

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #68 Solutions – clean energy by statesTalking Points: NC – 12.5% by 20; solar was met at 2%; hydro was supposed to be the rest, and hogwaste gasA Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) is a law that requires electric utilities in a state to generate a certain percentage of electricity from renewable sources by a certain date. Despite the lack of clear federal policy, 29 states have established renewable portfolio standards [1], and a total of 37 states have set their own goals or standards for renewable energy. [2] Roughly half of all growth in U.S. renewable electricity (RE) generation and capacity since 2000 is associated with state RPS requirements [1]As investments in renewable energy continue to rise, other economic opportunities follow (like jobs). [3]Sources:[1] U.S. Renewable Portfolio Standards, 2018 Annual Report http://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/2018_annual_rps_summary_report.pdf[2] Jocelyn Durkay. “State Renewable Standards And Goals.” National Confederation of State Legislatures. December 28, 2016. http://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx[3] Sam Adams. “Clean Energy is Powering American Jobs, Health and Security.” World Resources Institute. November 21, 2016. http://www.wri.org/blog/2016/11/Photo: https://flic.kr/p/58NZuY
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So la r Ca p a c it y Gro w s W hile  P rice s  Dro p

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #71 Solutions – Mitigation - UtilitiesInstallations of wind and solar in 2020 were 61% higher than 2019, and nearly 50% above the record set in 2016--@ 33.6 GW That’s enough to power roughly 11 million homes-https://www.cbsnews.com/news/solar-wind-energy-united-states-2020/Talking Points: U.S. solar industry installed double-digit capacity in 2018, 58% of new capacity, on track to double in 5 years. [1] [2]6K+ U.S. households installed solar each week in 2018>10% of U.S. electricity generated is from wind and solarDoubling the share of U.S. renewables will add half a million jobs Solar prices have dropped more than 70% in the past decade, leading the industry to expand into new markets and deploy thousands of systems nationwide.” [1]No longer a debate about whether solar is cheaper than coal  Global coal prices have averaged $0.06 cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh), vs. Solar Energy: $0.029 [3]Unfortunately, the cost of solar has risen since the middle of 2021 and is projected to continue rising well into 2022Supply chain issues and increasing costs of raw materialsBut, BIF and upcoming “competitiveness” bill is focused on bringing renewable supply chains back to the US which should counter this trend https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/14/solar-prices-jump-as-supply-chain-issues-and-raw-material-costs-weigh.html?msclkid=6e350003a55f11ec9cfeef09bc2cd4c5Also, solar energy is resilient: An earthquake in the Bay Area caused flaring and automatic shutdowns at two oil refineries Monday evening and may have started a fire in another facility. The 4.5 magnitude earthquake affected refineries around 15 miles away from the Bay Area. According to CNN, only Texas and Louisiana have more oil refineries than California, and all three states--home to nearly half of the nation's refineries--are prone to serious natural disasters like earthquakes and hurricanes. …”what happens if there’s a big one?" Torm Nompraseurt, a senior community organizer with the Asian Pacific Environmental Network, told the San Francisco Chronicle. (SF Chronicle, Reuters, Mercury News, CNN) Sources:[1] Solar Energy Industries Association. “Solar Industry Data.” 2018. https://www.seia.org/solar-industry-research-datahttps://www.seia.org/news/us-solar-market-adds-106-gw-pv-2018-residential-market-reboundshttps://www.seia.org/solar-industry-research-data[2] Ran Fu, David Feldman, Robert Margolis, Mike Woodhouse, and Kristen Ardani   U.S. Solar Photovoltaic System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2017National Renewable Energy Laboratory https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/68925.pdf[3] https://news.energysage.com/solar-energy-vs-fossil-fuels/
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12.3  Millio n  U.S. Ho m e s  Co u ld  b e  Po w e re d  
By Curre n t  Am o unt  o f So la r Ins t a lle d  

Source: Statista

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #72 Solutions - mitigation-State policies matter a lot in shaping how much solar gets developed and how (utility scale vs. distributed (rooftop, etc.))-NC = leader in installations in the early-mid 2010s, but has slowed when compared to other states---NC is majority utility scale-Lots of different ways to measure, tho NC was 2nd in total installed solar capacity as recently as 2 years ago---Now passed by Texas, Arizona, and lost top spot in the SE this year to Florida ---GA expected to pass NC over next few yearshttps://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/news/2021/06/23/georgia-soon-to-pass-nc-for-solar-in-the-southeast.htmlTalking Points: 12.3 Million U.S. Homes Could be Powered By Current Amount of Solar Installed [2]Due to forward looking state policies and a high number of sunny days, California leads the nation in the deployment of solar power.  However, other states, including a number not usually considered “sunny” have also installed enough solar to power hundreds of thousands of homes. [1]There are thousands of homes powered by solar in each state. The chart shows the states with the leading number of homes powered by solar [3]Sources: [1] Solar Energy Industries Association, “Solar Industry Data: Solar Industry Growing at Record Pace,” http://www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-industry-data[2] https://www.seia.org/initiatives/whats-megawatt[3] https://www.seia.org/states-map
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North Carolina and Solar
• Quick Facts

• National 
Ranking: 4th (7th in 
2021) .

• State Homes 
Powered by 
Solar: 1,009,138 
homes.

• Percentage of 
State's Electricity 
from Solar: 8.07%.

• Total Solar 
Investment in 
State: >$10.5 Billion

• Prices have 
fallen 4% over the 
last 5 years.

• Growth 
Projection: 1,946 
MW over the next 5 
years (ranks 17th).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Source:  https://seia.org/state-solar-policy/north-carolina-solar?msclkid=7e7fa1dfa56211ec94939c987dd3edf9Quick Facts--See slide--Since 2017, 3x rooftop solar systems installed in NC—from 6,000 to 18,000-https://charlotte.axios.com/245663/demand-for-solar-panels-surges-in-north-carolina/    (Jan 27, 2021)--Biggest obstacle to residential solar in NC = HOAs---https://energynews.us/2021/07/06/the-big-gate-key-homeowners-associations-a-top-barrier-to-rooftop-solar-in-north-carolina/---https://energync.org/seeing-the-light-the-fight-against-hoa-solar-restrictions/Most recent round of competitive bidding for utility-scale developments:$990 million across 11 projects, 664 MW in generationSave Duke customers $100 million over 20 yearshttps://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/news/2021/02/16/charlotte-developers-win-duke-solar-contracts.html--HB951 just passed with new solar goals, including 55/45 split in ownership of new utility-scale solar in favor of Duke Energy compared to Independent Power Producers
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10 0 % Cle a n  Co m m it m e n t s

Source: Race to 100% Clean | NRDC

26 NC cities and 
counties have 
committed to 
100% clean 
energy

Net carbon 
commitments 
often depend on 
carbon offsets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #75 Solutions - mitigationTalking Points: NRDC Race to 100% Clean Map—link includes maps of state, utility, and corporate commitments as wellAcross the U.S. over 100 cities, more than ten counties and 5 states and Puerto Rico, have already adopted ambitious 100% clean energy goals. Six cities in the U.S.--Aspen, Burlington, Georgetown, Greensburg, Rock port, and Kodiak Island--have already hit their targets. These six cities now generate 100% of the energy used community-wide from clean, non-polluting and renewable sources. A city commitment to 100% renewable energy is a mandate for action. Numerous U.S. cities have made public commitments to cut carbon and address climate change through initiatives like the Global Covenant of Mayors, Climate Mayors, C40 Cities, We Are Still In, or by establishing their own Climate Action Plans.Sources:[1]NRDC https://www.nrdc.org/resources/race-100-clean 

https://www.nrdc.org/resources/race-100-clean
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NC 100% Renewable Energy/Carbon Reduction 
Resolutions

1. Apex 14.   Pittsboro

2. Asheville 15.   Raleigh

3. Blowing Rock 16.   Sylva

4. Boone 17.   Waynesville

5. Canton 18.   Webster

6. Cary 19.   Buncombe 
County

7. Carrboro 20.   Chatham 
County

8. Chapel Hill 21.   Durham County

9. Charlotte 22.   Forsyth County

10. Clyde 23.   Macon County

11. Durham 24.   Orange County

12. Franklin 25.   Wake County

13. Hillsborough 26.   
Watauga County

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Boone hit 100% renewable for town-owned buildings earlier this yearhttps://www.wunc.org/environment/2022-01-28/boone-hits-a-goal-many-seek-100-renewable-energy-in-town-buildings?msclkid=52a7d05fa56211ec9ec6d4c5632ed3e2
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Wind Displaced 198 Metric Tons of CO2 in 2019

Source: AWEA U.S. Wind Industry Annual Market Report Year Ending 2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #74 Solutions - mitigationTalking Points: 4 states now generate over 30% of electricity from windTech advances priming offshore development boom New GM turbine = diameter < 2 football fieldsGenerates almost 30x as much power as turbines installed in 1991Link (The truth about wind power | ACP (cleanpower.org)) = blog dispelling common myths about wind powerLots of Federal Executive Action-Biden Executive Order—double offshore wind capacity (very low bar) and invest in transmission projects, among other things-Vineyard Wind, looking to be first large-scale project in US off of Mass, got BOEM approval early March 2021, looking to begin construction this year and come online 2023---https://www.utilitydive.com/news/interior-boem-completes-environmental-review-for-vineyard-offshore-wind/596362/Sources:[1] https://cleanpower.org/facts/wind-power/[2] https://www.nebraskansforsolar.org/2020/04/17/new-report-top-six-wind-power-trends-of-2019/[3] https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/01/business/GE-wind-turbine.html
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North Carolina and Wind Energy 

Source: Charlotte Observer 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Governor Cooper’s EO 218 in January 2021 established the NC Taskforce for Offshore Wind Economic Resource StrategiesNew Report shows potential for $4.6 billion in economic benefit to NC economy by 2030--https://www.sewind.org/news/entry/new-report-offshore-wind-to-generate-billions-for-north-carolina-economy?msclkid=1a65bd38a56711ec8d8362deae50c262-New offshore leases planned for Spring 2022 include area off the coast of Wilmington, NC (nearly 200 Sq. miles)---https://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/article255356141.html--Triple growth in < 10 years; Current wind power = 30 million American homes; 105,000 Americans employed;  NC Moratorium lifted 2019;  - NC has highest offshore wind potentialSMART-POWER Partnership = Southeast and Mid-Atlantic Regional Transformative Partnership forOffshore Wind Energy Resources (SMART-POWER)--NC, VA, + MD joint offshore wind development efforthttps://www.newsobserver.com/article246808412.html -NC also poised to massively benefit from the manufacturing and supply chain benefits of a bourgeoning east coast industry.--http://www.ncpolicywatch.com/2021/03/08/monday-numbers-offshore-windfall-could-create-the-clean-jobs-people-are-clamoring-for/--https://bvgassociates.com/offshore-wind-industry-offers-potential-for-new-jobs-and-billions-of-investment-in-north-carolina/Kitty Hawk Wind Farm:Construction planned to start in 2025$2 billion economic impact + 800 jobs 2021-30, in both NC and VA700,000 homes Located off Outer Banks, connects via Hampton Rhodes, VAhttps://www.coastalreview.org/2020/12/kitty-hawk-wind-project-moves-forward/Amazon Wind Farm US East is now operational, providing around 60MW, but its launch was opposed by ten North Carolina legislators including state House Speaker Tim Moore and Senate leader Phil Berger, both Republicans, who urged the Trump administration to shut the project down because it might interfere with a nearby long-distance surveillance radar installation operated by the US Navy. The Pentagon ruled the two installations could coexist, https://www.datacenterdynamics.com/en/news/trump-plea-fails-to-block-amazons-north-carolina-wind-farm/. (Photos: Charlotte Observer, WFAE website)Second NC wind farm filed for regulator approval, seeking to begin construction in Nov. 2022https://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/news/2021/09/17/va-company-files-to-build-ncs-second-wind-farm.html
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Energy Storage Deployments Boom in 2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Q3 2021 = all time record for storage 1,140MW---612 MW more than Q4 2020 (previous record)2020 = 179% increase from 2019Projections = 2025 total will be 5x 2020’s2025 projection = $7.3 billion annual markethttps://www.woodmac.com/industry/power-and-renewables/us-energy-storage-monitor/?msclkid=4defd76ea56811ec91fa5e0a52ef2595https://www.utilitydive.com/news/energy-storage-deployments-shatter-records-again-q4-2020-wood-mackenzie/596106/https://energystorage.org/us-energy-storage-market-shatters-quarterly-deployment-record/Duke Energy has 2 ongoing energy storage pilot projectsPumped heat system designed by Malta https://news.duke-energy.com/releases/malta-teams-up-with-duke-energy-to-study-possibility-of-converting-coal-units-into-clean-energy-storage-facilitiesFlow battery technology developed by Honeywellhttps://www.utilitydive.com/news/honeywell-enters-energy-storage-market-teams-with-duke-to-test-12-hour-flo/608867/
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Gov. Cooper’s Executive Order 80
Plans & Directives:
• Climate Change Interagency Council
• Clean Energy Plan

• N.C. Zero Emission Vehicle Plan

• Motor Fleet Zero Emission Vehicle Plan
• Clean Energy and Clean Transportation 

Workforce Assessment

• Climate Risk Assessment & Resiliency Plan

• Comprehensive Energy, Water, & Utility 
Use Conservation Program

• Greenhouse Gas Inventory

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Issued Oct. 2018Key BenchmarksReduce GHG emission by 40% from 2005 levels by 202580,000 registered EVs by 2025Reduce energy consumption in state buildings by 40% from FY2003 levels by 2025Climate Change Interagency CouncilRegular meetings of all NC cabinet positions, led by DEQClean Energy PlanKey Goals:70% GHG reduction by 2030 and net zero by 2050Modernize regulatory and planning processes, electric grid, incentivesClean energy innovation, development, and deploymentAddress equitable access and affordabilityFoster just transition to clean energyIncrease energy efficiencyAttacking ZEVs from both state-owned and incentivizing ownership anglesOver $1.5 million spent or being spent from VW settlement on EV charging stations around state 1st round, $422,000 = 30 stationshttps://deq.nc.gov/volkswagen-settlement/level-2Help from private marketGM announcement to go all electric by 2035https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/02/opinion/GM-electric-cars.html?campaign_id=9&emc=edit_nn_20210202&instance_id=26658&nl=the-morning&regi_id=64748834&segment_id=50802&te=1&user_id=a300b6da10dfe4186eae1a3dae8be7d0March 2020 = 13,500 registered all-electric, 159,000 hybrids (all types)But state projections = 265,000-350,000 electric cars and trucks in NC by 2030https://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/news/2021/02/03/electric-vehicles-gaining-momentum-in-nc.htmlClimate Risk Assessment & Resiliency PlanAnalyzed vulnerability, risk, and resilience strategies for addressing climate-related hazards for 11 SectorsClimate and Environmental JusticeNature-Based Solutions to Resilience

https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/nc-climate-change-interagency-council
https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/nc-climate-change-interagency-council/climate-change-clean-energy-16
https://www.ncdot.gov/initiatives-policies/environmental/climate-change/Pages/electric-vehicles.aspx
https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/nc-climate-change-interagency-council/climate-change-clean-energy-16
https://www.nccommerce.com/documents/report-clean-energy-and-clean-transportation-north-carolina-workforce-assessment
https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/nc-climate-change-interagency-council/climate-change-clean-energy-17
https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/nc-climate-change-interagency-council/climate-change-clean-energy-17
https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/greenhouse-gas-inventory
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Exe cu t ive  Ord e r 24 6
• Environmental Justice Emphasis

• Designated point person for each cabinet agency
• Expanded public participation
• Distribution of State and Federal funds
• Public health and health equity
• Workforce diversity and apprenticeship programs

• Instructs all cabinet agencies to use the federal 
social cost of carbon

• New GHG Inventory, Transportation Plan, and 
Economy-wide Decarbonization Pathway 
Analysis

• Statewide GHG emissions reduction 50% by 2030 
and net-zero by 2050 (Economy-wide)

• Goal of 1.25M ZEVs registered & 50% in-state 
new vehicle sales by 2030
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North Carolina Utilities Commission & HB 951
• Aut ho rit y 

• Ra t e  se t t ing
• Pla nn ing  & Fa c t  Find ing
• Sa fe t y – co a l a sh , p ip e line s

• Ad vo ca cy 
• Co nsum e r St a t e m e nt t o  t he  Co m m iss io n
• Pub lic  St a ff
• In t e rve n ing

• Ho use  Bill 9 51
• Pa sse d  Oc t o b e r 20 21
• De le g a t e s  d e c is io n-m a king  t o  NCUC o n  ke y issue s , inc lud ing  a  

Ca rb o n  P la n
• Ma nd a t e s  t ig h t  t im e line s  fo r a c t io n

Photo Credit: Energy News Network

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AdvocacyConsumer Statement Can be submitted online or mailed (page hyperlinked)Can submit for any docketed matter before the CommissionDepends on type of case, but can be effective we to advocateRate cases (to individual experience), upcoming net metering docket, things with personal connection/interactionPublic Staff. Separate agency charged with advocating on behalf of the public interest before the CommissionExecutive Director separately appointed by the Governor and approved by General AssemblyServes 6-year termChris Ayers re-appointed by Cooper in 2019Organizational Intervenors – SIERRA CLUB, NC WARN, SELC, IPL, NCSEA, Clean Air Carolina, etcSome organizations file to become a 3rd party intervenor, becoming a direct party to the proceedingsInvolved more directly in the issue (rate cases, IRP process, rulemakings, etc.)May be involved in settlement discussions/negotiationsAny settlement must still be approved by the NCUCAdvocacy through these organizations my be more effective for highly technical/complicated proceedingsIRP process, general rate cases, etc.NCSEA, Clean Air Carolina, VoteSolar, NC Interfaith Power & Light, Sierra Club, SELC, NC WARNEach group advocates based on the positions of its members, and definitely do not always agreeNCSEA filings website--http://energync.org/filings/951Compromise legislation supported by all NC legislative leaders and Gov. CooperWrites CEP goals into law, but fortifies Duke Energy’s monopoly position—lots of uncertainty stillCreates at least 8 new dockets for NCUC to act onIssues include creating a “Carbon Plan”, multi-year ratemaking, performance-based incentives, revenue decoupling, securitization, net metering, and moreNCUC required to act on most issues by end of 2022Many other states spend years considering options before actingOrganizational intervenors are currently formulating plans for engagement around 951 at NCUCPeople power webinar being held 6-7pm 3/30/22 on carbon plan principlesOldest regulatory body in NC state government – APPROVES RATE HIKES; plan for retiring coal; Dan Clodfelter is member7 members serving 6-year termsAppointed by the Governor, confirmed by both chambers of the General AssemblyCurrently = 7 Cooper appointeesCommissioners subject to the rules of judicial ethics (treated like a judge)AuthorityRate settingElectricity, certain telephone services, natural gas, water, wastewater, certain types of movers, buses, brokers, and ferriesRates must be “fair and reasonable”Both for consumers and for the utilityProcess = general rate cases periodically, specific cases as needed (started either by NCUC itself or by a utility filing)Planning & Fact findingPursuant to mandate of “reasonable” rates, NCUC requires an “Integrated Resource Planning” process from utilitiesIRP process = wholistic overview of resources throughout systemOpportunities for public comment with have just closed as of 3/16/21 training (with oral comments that evening, but signup 3/11)Importance—Energy Transition Institute + Vote Solar analysis = wrong path selection from Duke’s proposal would lead to $4.8 billion in stranded assets through 2074, most likely costs borne by ratepayershttps://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/news/2021/01/25/study-sees-48b-in-stranded-duke-plant-costs.htmlPlanning for “least cost”Interest = keeping rates low for consumersMuch variation and dispute over what factors get considered in “least cost” calculationsFact findingNCUC allowed to open investigatory dockets to simply get more information on a subject to inform other decisionsRecently conducted an Energy Storage investigatory processSafetyCharged with ensuring the safety of energy infrastructure, including pipelines and generating facilitiesOperationsVery similar to a court of law—adversarial in natureFull power to administer oaths and take evidencePower to compel (subpoena) evidence, including individual testimonyPower to punish for contemptMajority rules (no unanimous consent requirement)Decisions = appealable to NC Court of Appeals (no new evidence allowed)Except rate cases = straight to NC Supreme CourtNCUC published weekly and monthly calendars to provide public notice and encourage participationProceedings can be started either by the NCUC itself, through a filing by s regulated utility, by the Public Staff, or, in some instances, by a consumer complaint

https://www.ncuc.net/contactus.html
https://www.ncuc.net/contactus.html
https://publicstaff.nc.gov/consumer-services
https://energynews.us/2020/01/23/southeast/the-n-c-utilities-commission-is-almost-fully-filled-with-cooper-appointees-what-will-that-mean-in-2020/
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Choices your local 
government is making

Lo ca l So lu t io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #70Talking Points: Sources:Image: Vectorstock.com 
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Exa m p le s  o f Lo ca l So lu t io ns
• CleanAIRE NC Carolina AirKeepers/West End Green District

• Mecklenburg County Flood Buy Out program

• Mitigating Urban Heat

• Charlotte Tree Canopy Action Plan

• Asheville & Buncombe County Solar Projects-46

• Raleigh citywide LED Streetlight Project

• Bike lanes, efficient transportation

• Local food and food deserts

• Businesses stepping up

• SolSmart

CleanAIRE NC Solar Bike Tour

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Solutions:  City and CountyFollowing is a series of slides on local solutions that are listed here.  There are lots of resources available, some of which can be found in our P2P Moving Forward Guide and its sections on Mitigation, Resilience and Engagement. An interesting one from Audubon has several model ordinances ranging from stormwater to EV infrastructure to cool roofs  https://fl.audubon.org/news/model-ordinance-toolkit
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Cle a nAIRE NC:
Cit ize n  Sc ie nce  AirKe e p e rs

Citizen AirKeeper Ron Ross shows off 
his air quality monitoring app

• Real time air quality 
monitoring, PM 2.5

• Residents engaged and 
empowered to find 
solutions

• Elderly and young can 
use data to change daily 
activities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #83 Local examples of solutions – 4 – air monitoringTalking Points:TP 1. The AirKeepers Program harnesses Citizen Scientists to fight air inequality. In 2016, Clean Air Carolina launched the program in Charlotte with the help of volunteers taking measurements at both fixed sites and mobile monitoring while walking, biking, or riding transport. They are live streaming real-time information about the air, right in neighborhoods and across the state. The data we’re collecting is free to the public and is being used by scientists and change-makers to make a difference in what we breathe. It is used to advocate for change and for parents to know when to keep kids inside.Air pollution can be deadly. One of the world’s most serious public health issues is particle pollution–invisible, solid, and liquid matter floating in the air. These particles are small enough to pass through the lungs and directly into the bloodstream. There is no safe level of exposure to particle pollution.Particle pollution can vary by location. In many cases, concentrations can be dramatically different just across town. Different levels of exposure over time have been shown to correlate with high degrees of disparity in mortality rates (NEJM).TP 2. “Since 2016 we’ve been monitoring particle pollution in our neighborhoods with portable air sensors and learning about sources of pollution and how they contribute to many illnesses. After participating in a 4-week clean air advocacy training and an environmental justice tour, we are now launching a Clean Air Corridor project to address the legacy issues affecting the Historic West End.”Ron Ross AirKeeper, President Northwood Estates Community OrganizationSources:[1] Source 1. https://cleanaircarolina.org/airkeepers/Images:Image credit 1. Ron Ross, from Clean Air Carolina https://cleanaircarolina.org/airkeepers/
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Strategic Tree Planting

Electric Vehicle Charging 
stations (EVs)

Green Infrastructure: add vegetation 
and gardens; paint streets and roofs white; 
add rain gardens and permeable surfaces

Clean Air Advocacy Training and 
Healthy Air Education Series for 
Residents:
Training and education to advocate for 
equity-based development policies and 
preventative health services
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Mecklenburg Co unt y Use s  Na t u ra l Ad a p t a t io n

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Local examples of solutions – 3 – natural adaptationTalking Points:Extreme weather, more severe rainstorms, poorly planned development patterns have changed 100- year and 500-year flood plains.  Cities and counties around the country have taken to using natural adaptation – using nature as a buffer, as a sponge, as protection against climate impacts and as a source of oxygen and a carbon sink.Charlotte and Mecklenburg County’s flood buy-out program, in places such as Briar Creek, is an example:  Voluntary.  400 properties purchased; saved $25 million in lossesSome of the overall benefits can include:Less tax money spent on emergency rescuesLess tax money spent on disaster reliefLess tax money spent to replenish the National Flood Insurance ProgramRestoring the natural floodplain to enhance water quality and the ecosystemSafer housing stockIncreased opportunities for recreation and interacting with nature, such as creek-side greenwaysSome of the final uses of the buyout properties include:Greenway trails/pathsCommunity gardensReforested natural areasStream and floodplain restorationStorm water wetlands and retentionInformal recreational areasSource: City of Charlotte website https://charlottenc.gov/StormWater/Flooding/Pages/FloodplainBuyoutProgram.aspxMap Meck Co:  https://meckmap.mecklenburgcountync.gov/3dfz/Doral apts. https://www.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=bb6dfbfa9c674e969c42e031942edc28Photo bottom right, Washington Post : Instead of apartment buildings, a sea of green surrounds Briar Creek as it flows through the Chantilly Ecological Sanctuary in Charlotte, on Oct. 22. (Eamon Queeney/For The Washington Post)https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-solutions/2019/11/26/one-citys-plan-combat-climate-change-bulldoze-homes-rebuild-paradise/
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• Urban heat a growing concern
• Cool roofs ordinance 
• Cool streets painted with 

CoolSeal

Los Angeles and 
Houston

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Local examples of solutions – 5 – urban heatA "heat island" describes an urban place which is hotter than rural areas surrounding it. According to epa.gov, a city with one million people can have an annual mean temperature of 1.8-5.4°F warmer than surrounding areas. The city can retain the heat so well that the temperature difference between the city and rural areas at night can be up to 22°F. Some problems of heat islands can be: increase of air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, and heat-related illness and deaths. (Heat Island Effect)Cool roofs initiative: Los Angeles updated to its green building code to include a reflectivity requirement for new and replaced residential roofs.  The ordinance requires low-slope roofs to have a minimum three-year solar reflectance of 0.63 and a thermal emittance level of 0.75.  Steep slope roofs must have a minimum three-year solar reflectance level of 0.20 and thermal emittance of 0.75.Source: Los Angeles City Council. https://www.coolrooftoolkit.org/knowledgebase/los-angeles-residential-cool-roof-ordinance/Publication Date: December 2013Cool streets:   when temperatures in Southern California rise above 100 degrees Fahrenheit, surface temperatures on its asphalt roads can climb to 150. It exacerbates a phenomenon known as the "urban heat island effect," which the EPA says can add up to 22 degrees Fahrenheit to the average air temperature in a city, compared to the surrounding area.CoolSeal, which is made by a company called GuardTop, helps to reflect solar rays off asphalt so that less heat is actually absorbed. The L.A. streets that have been rendered lighter in color with CoolSeal are 10 to 15 degrees cooler on average than the L.A. streets that have not. That, in turn, keeps the neighborhood from heating up quite as much. Buildings in the area don't need to use quite as much air conditioning, which can curb costs, benefiting residents' wallets and the environment. Cost: $40,000 per mileSource: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/los-angeles-is-painting-some-of-its-streets-white-and-the-reasons-why-are-pretty-cool/ Photo Credit:  LA Street Services, https://www.foxnews.com/us/los-angeles-painting-city-streets-white-in-bid-to-combat-climate-change Second pboto:  Arcgis.com
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Mit ig a t ing  Urb a n  He a t
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Tre e  P ro g ra m s a nd  Ord ina nce s
• Charlotte – (currently 47%) 50% by 

2050
• Durham – (52%) 55% by 2040
• Wilmington – (48%) 52% by 2021
• Asheville – (44.5%) 50% by 2040

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #86 Local examples of solutions – 7 – Tree ordinancesDurham graphic: https://dukespace.lib.duke.edu/dspace/handle/10161/20539#:~:text=This%20Masters%20Project%20sought%20to,of%2055%25%20cover%20by%202040.&text=This%20will%20ensure%20that%20all,benefits%20of%20the%20urban%20forest.Talking Points:Tree advisory action plan – Trees Charlotte Trees can provide mitigation and resilience.  Many communities have regulations or tree ordinances that developers must follow for preserving the tree canopy, including placement, types of trees that can be planted, which trees must be saved, and tree replacement requirements.Whether you plant trees around your home and property, in your community, or in our national forests, they help fight climate change. Through the natural process of photosynthesis, trees absorb CO2 and other pollutant particulates, then store the carbon and emit pure oxygen. Neighborhoods with well-shaded streets can be up to 6–10° F cooler than neighborhoods without street trees, reducing the heat-island effect, and reducing energy needs. Shaded parking lots keep automobiles cooler, reducing emissions from fuel tanks and engines, and helping reduce the heat-island effect in communities. Sources:[1] Arbor Day Foundation[2]  US Forest ServiceImages:Image credit : Tree City USA https://www.arborday.org/programs/treeCityUSA/
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Ashe ville  Co ve rs  Pa rking  De cks  a nd  Tra ns it  
Ce n t e r w it h  So la r Pa ne ls

• Solar energy systems to be installed on City of 
Asheville facilities as part of joint City-County 
renewable energy venture Five city facilities; 259 
kW of energy generated

• 41 county buildings and public schools
• Total of 7 MW of clean energy generated
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Ra le ig h  LED St re e t lig h t  P ro je c t

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Raleigh committed to LED lights in 2007
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Effic ie n t  Tra nsp o rt a t io n

Sources: IPCC

• Public Transit
• Electric Cars, Buses, Bikes
• Shipping/Freight
• Ride Sharing, Bike Sharing
• Active Transportation
• Complete Streets
• Cultural Shift
• And those Scooters…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #87 Local examples of solutions – 9 – transportation infrastructureTalking Points: Efficient transportation is one of the most effective  ways to mitigate climate change, considering it is currently one of the greatest sources of pollutionFrom public transit to electrification of cars,  buses, scooters, and bikes, ride and bike sharing, and active transportation, there are multiple avenues to pursueHigh growth rates are already appearing in electric vehicles, electric bikes and electric transit. The stock/amount of EVs doubling in the past few years alone and is estimated for continued exponential growth.In 2015, an estimated 800 cities globally already had operational bike-share programs, and many more have been added sinceMore than 100 U.S. cities have at least one bike lane, and over 250 bike lane projects are currently in the works as of April 2019 [2]One challenge has been new tech like bike shares and scooters, safety and usage updates, cities adjusting.Sources:[1] IPCC Special Report Global Warming of 1.5 degrees  https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/ [2] People for Bikeshttps://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11H0gArHxo6kMop1I18yMcq7ArbNrwaGBLmIXgqI1Gjk/edit#gid=3IMAGES – top Charlotte SEAP brochure (city manager Marcus Jones pictured)https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/electric-cars-vehicles-greenhouse-gas-emissions-climate-change-co2-a8528006.htmlhttps://imgur.com/a/Iniujhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_vehicle#/media/File:Trolleybus_Low_Floor_4_1500_-_Sao_Paulo,_Brazil.JPG:Bhopalshatabdi.jpghttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_vehicle#/media/File:ULF_B.jpghttp://www.southwestjournal.com/news/green-digest/2019/03/minneapolis-mobility-hubs/https://medium.com/@vindulajayawardana/towards-seamless-urban-mobility-integrating-ride-sharing-and-public-transit-1d03c09f1419�https://www.calbike.org/
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Planning, Zoning, UDO

New Hanover County

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.eenews.net/articles/rivian-is-coming-heres-why-it-matters/?utm_source=Energy+News+Network+daily+email+digests&utm_campaign=0932be78a0-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_11_11_46_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_724b1f01f5-0932be78a0-89324428
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Effic ie n t  Tra nsp o rt a t io n  Be ne fit s

Sources: IPCC,  Department of  Transportation

• Reduced air and climate pollution
• Lower traffic congestion
• Reduced road fatalities
• Social cohesion
• Fuel savings
• Strengthening communities, livability, 

increased property values
• Health benefits of increased physical 

activity and lower air pollution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #88 Local examples of solutions – 8 - transportationTalking Points: Increased driving has negative impacts on individuals (stress, time, fuel consumption, car maintenance); on communities (traffic jams, road maintenance, air pollutant emissions); and on the country and the world as a whole (cost, environment). [1]Efficient transport benefits included reduced air pollution, traffic congestion and road fatalities and greater social cohesion [2]The Department of Transportation found transportation efficient land use strategies alone could reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 0.3 percent to 2.1 percent by 2050. Changes in land use development patterns coupled with improved transit and transportation options can achieve more notable reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, ranging from 9 percent to 15 percent. [3]Sources:[1] Rails to Trails https://www.railstotrails.org/resourcehandler.ashx?id=2948[2] IPCC Special Report Global Warming of 1.5 degrees  https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/[3] Department of Transportation https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/MovingCoolerExecSummaryULI.pdfIMAGEhttps://flic.kr/p/6wRSpF
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Ag ricu lt u ra l a nd  Fo o d  De se rt s  So lu t io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Local Solutions:  Farming. Pictured here:  Johnson C. Smith University's Sustainability Village program, chef Njathi KabuiTo be food insecure means to not have reliable access to affordable, nutritious food. Mecklenburg County's food insecurity rate is 16.4 percent, according to a report recently released by an independent consulting firm hired by the county. That percentage, which is higher than the national average of 13.4 percent, means that 173,000 Mecklenburg residents are food insecure.click to enlargeJust a bit of the selection from Sustainability Village at Rosa Parks Farmer Market. (Photo by Ryan Pitkin)Opened in June 2016 as a partnership between the Mecklenburg County Health Department and Johnson C. Smith and the Historic West End Partners, the Rosa Parks Farmers Market aims to bring that number down in the Beatties Ford corridor.More than a year before opening, the county formed the Rosa Parks Farmers Market Community Advisory Council (RPCAC), made up of community members in an effort to find what residents would like to see in a local farmers market.As for the other feedback heard by Rosa Parks market organizers, much of the food being offered at the market comes not only from people of color, but from students learning their trade right next door.Johnson C. Smith's Sustainability Village is a program that was launched in 2013 and played a big role in helping the Rosa Parks Farmers Market get its start. The initiative was launched to address food access issues in the city's northwest corridor. The program makes use of raised beds, aquaponics and hydroponic systems housed right on campus to help educate students and provide community members with accessible, healthy food.PHOTO (L):  Ryan Pitkin, Creative Loafing – Aug 22, 2018Greensboro garden https://www.greensboro-nc.gov/home/showdocument?id=1202



W e lls  Fa rg o ’s  P ro g re ss  t o  20 20  
Sus t a ina b ilit y Op e ra t io ns  Go a ls

• Focus on waste reduction: One example includes working with a local NC company to convert used cooking oil 
into school bus fuel.

• Focus on water efficiency: A few example include installing low-flow flush valves and leveraging smart 
irrigation. 

• Focus on energy: One example includes branches across North Carolina are being retrofitted with LED lighting.
• Focus on renewable energy: Exploring opportunities to leverage solar in NC. We have already signed contracts 

to support net new sources of renewable energy in California, Delaware, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington DC. 

• Focus on best practices: A few examples include completing LEED certifications on a number of building 
projects (ex. Duke Energy Center) and building pollinator gardens, and leveraging xeriscaping.

2020 GOAL

40% through Q4 
2018

50%
reduction in total 

waste stream

2020 GOAL

48% through 
Q4 2018

45%
reduction in 

greenhouse gas 
emissions

2020 GOAL

59% through Q4 
2018

65%
reduction in 
water usage

2020 GOAL

36% through Q4 
2018

40%
reduction in 

energy usage

2020 GOAL

28% through Q4 
2018

35%
LEED® certified square 

footage

2020 GOAL

100%
Global electricity 
usage met with 

renewable energy1

100% through Q4 
2018

1Renewable energy sources include onsite solar, long-term contracts that fund net-new sources of offsite renewable energy, and the purchase of renewable energy and renewable energy 
certificates (RECs).



NC Co m p a nie s  & 
Clim a t e  Ac t io n

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Coca Cola, Sealed Air, Compass Group, PNG, CATS, Whitewater Middle School
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So lSm a rt

Montgomery County Solar Farm - Joel Olsen with O2emc

NC cities include Chapel Hill, Carrboro, 
Durham, Apex, Asheville; Chatham County = 
gold; Orange County = Silver; and Yadkin 
County = Bronze

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Solutions – Mitigation – local solar programsSolSmart Program:national designation program recognizing cities, counties, and regional organizations that foster the development of mature local solar marketsChapel Hill, Carrboro, Durham, Apex, Asheville, + Chatham Co = goldOrange Co = Silver; Yadkin Co = Bronze SolSmart - These local governments have each received designation under SolSmart, a national program launched in 2016 that helps local governments make it faster, easier, and more affordable to go solar. SolSmart has now achieved its goal to designate at least 300 local governments as SolSmart Gold, Silver, or Bronze, for a total of 328 communities and counting.SolSmart is led by The Solar Foundation and ICMA (Intl City and County Manager Assn), and funded by the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Energy Technologies Office. All designated communities have met national criteria to prove they have streamlined local procedures to make it easier for homes and businesses to install solar energy systems. SolSmart provides intensive technical assistance at no cost to help communities meet these goals.Some things these communities have done:189 communities have set up web pages with detailed information on how members of the public can go solar.226 have ensured that zoning ordinances allow rooftop solar installations in all major areas without excessive restrictions or barriers.108 have set up group purchase campaigns, providing savings for residents and helping the solar industry reduce customer acquisition costs.95 have an online permitting submission option, speeding up approvals for installations.All 328 designees have established a set of unique solar goals to help drive continual improvement in their local solar market.ICMA.org. Oct 14, 2019 article
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Choices you make 
on a daily basis

Pe rso na l So lu t io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #92Talking Points:On top personal solutions, choices and actions you can take in your daily lives that will benefit you and our climateSources:Image: Vectorstock.com
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Sources:  Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Environmental Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, “CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita)” The World Bank, n.d.  | CoolClimate Network, 

31%

29%

14%

14%

12%

Food

Transportation
Other Goods

Services

House

US Ave ra g e  To t a l Ho use ho ld  Em iss io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #93Talking Points: The average American emits 16.4 tons of CO2 per year.  This is more than double the United Kingdom, triple France and 10x India.  [1]Emissions generally break down as follows (read from slide)Sources:[1] Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Environmental Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, “CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita)” The World Bank, n.d. http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PCCoolClimate Network, http://coolclimate.berkeley.edu/carboncalculatorPhoto: https://pixabay.com/en/sunset-setting-sun-windräder-1786582/



Spending less time driving 
cars and more time walking, 

biking, and using public 
transit reduces chronic 
disease risk, increase 
physical activity and 

reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Sources:  Public Health Institute/Center for Climate Change and Health, “Climate Action for Healthy People, 
Healthy Places, Healthy Planet: Transportation, Climate Change and Health” 2016  | World Health 
Organization, “Health in the green economy: Co-benefits of climate change mitigation: Transport Sector 
Executive Summary,” 2011 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #94Talking Points: Improving the current transportation system will not only improve the climate, but also our health. Current transportation system causes injury and illness from air pollution, motor vehicle collisions, sedentary behavior, noise and stress. Studies who that shifting from car travel to active transportation provides big reductions in chronic disease. In addition, the transportation sector is the largest contributor to U.S. greenhouse gas emissions [1].  Shifting to active transportation, rapid transit/public transport combined with improved land use can yield much greater immediate health “co-benefits” than improving fuel and vehicle efficiency. Increased physical activity is expected to help prevent some cancers, type 2 diabetes, heart disease and other obesity-related risks.  Active transport can help prevent many of the 3.2 million deaths a year globally from physical inactivity and potentially decrease the 2.6 million deaths a year globally from transport related health risk (urban air pollution and traffic injuries) [2].  Additionally, if one driver per household switch to public transportation for their daily community of 10 miles each way, it would save about 4500 pounds of carbon per household per year. (Source: US Department of Transportation Federal Transit Administration. Public Transportation’s Role in Responding to Climate Change. N.d. nge.pdfSources: [1] Public Health Institute/Center for Climate Change and Health, “Climate Action for Healthy People, Healthy Places, Healthy Planet: Transportation, Climate Change and Health” 2016 http://climatehealthconnect.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Transportation-1.pdf pg 3 [2] World Health Organization, “Health in the green economy: Co-benefits of climate change mitigation: Transport Sector Executive Summary,” 2011 http://www.who.int/hia/examples/trspt_comms/hge_transport_factsheet_low-resdurban_30_11_2011.pdf?ua=1 pg 1Public Health Institute/Center for Climate Change and Health, “Climate Action for Healthy People, Healthy Places, Healthy Planet: Transportation, Climate Change and Health” 2016 http://climatehealthconnect.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Transportation-1.pdf pg 1 http://seedengr.com/Public%20Transportations%20Role%20In%20Responding%20To%20Climate%20ChaPhoto: https://flic.kr/p/6wRSpF



Global EV sales increased by 168% 
in first half of 2021. By 2040, 58% 
of all passenger vehicles sales will 

be EVs.

SOURCE: Inside EVs 2018

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talking points[In 2018 total U.S. EV sales came in at 361,307  — up 81 percent over 2017 While this was driven by Tesla, 7 other car manufacturers, including Toyota, Honda, Chevrolet, Nissan, BMW and Ford also year over year increases] – earlier notesIn first half of 2021 global sales were up 168%https://www.ev-volumes.com/Sources[1] https://insideevs.com/december-2018-u-s-plug-in-ev-sales-report-card/https://policyadvice.net/insurance/insights/electric-car-statistics/
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Energy Conservation is EASY
• Air conditioning setting and maintenance

• Shade windows

• Ceiling fans – feels 3-4 degrees cooler, 
reduces     energy cost by 30%

• LED lighting

• Proper insulation and weather stripping

• Install a ‘Cool Roof ‘

• Conserve water: 3% of the nation’s energy is 
used       to treat and pump water

• Home energy survey or audit 
https://www.fpl.com/save/programs/onsite-energy-survey.html

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Window shades reduce heat gain by 20-70 percent, exterior shades can block almost 100% without impeding viewYou will probably save 3-5% on air conditiong for every degree higher use set the thermometer.LED bulbs is on track to save U.S. consumers and businesses $20 billion a year in electricity costs within a decade - Joe Romm, “5 charts that illustrate the remarkable LED Lighting Revolution” Think Progress, April 2, 2016, https://thinkprogress.org/5-charts-that-illustrate-the-remarkable-led-lighting-revolution-83ecb6c1f472#.cytkikpylCool Roofs can reflect 88% of heat, reducing costsBy updating other appliances such as refrigerators, dishwashers, and washing machines which make up about 13% of household energy costs, you can save money on your utility bills 3% of the Nation’s energy is used to treat and pump water. Out door watering consumes almost 30 of water for the average house. Xeriscaping instead of sod conserves water .  Drip hose instead of sprinklers, Smart Sprinklers adjust for moisture – Purple pipe if availableThe average family can waste 180 gallons per week, just from leaks, or 9400 gallons annually,  GO  with low toilets. - SAVE MONEY!  TURN OFF FAUCETS – they run at 2 gallons per minute get an aeratorA pool cover will save 50%-70% of energy costs from heating !  Source Energy Department US govRun only full loads of laundry  and dishes – USE THE Soak and Rinse technic for hand wash dishes 

https://www.fpl.com/save/programs/onsite-energy-survey.html
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Source: http://coolclimate.berkeley.edu/carboncalculator (National Numbers)

39%

15%

12%

13%

21%Other Foods

Meat

Dairy

Cereals

Produce

Ave ra g e  US Fo o d  Re la t e d  Em iss io ns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #98Talking points: Over half of the average American’s food related carbon footprint is due to meat and dairy.(National Numbers.).  This is the ”housing” section. Construction- 1.72 tons CO2	percent- .1220 = 12%Water- 1.25 tons CO2		percent- .0887 = 9%Natural Gas and Fuel Oil (heating)- 3.69 tons CO2	percent- .2619 = 26%Electricity- 7.43 tons CO2	percent- .5273 = 53%Total – 14.09Sources: http://coolclimate.berkeley.edu/carboncalculatorImage:
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W a st e  le ss  fo o d , e a t  ve g g ie s , sho p  w ise ly

9% of GHG is 
the USA is 
agriculture, of 
which livestock 
is 4%

• 1/3 of food produced does not 
make it from farm to fork  
• 22 million tons are wasted = 

$2,000 per family
• Saves money
• Reduces methane emissions
• Conserves energy and 

resources

• Patronize sustainable businesses
• Invest in ”green” and “ESG” funds 
• Buy local
• Start a garden

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
9% of GHG is the USA IS Agriculture. Of which LIVESTOCK IS 4%1/3 of food produced does not make it from farm to fork.  33 Million Tons are wasted = to $165 Billion dollars annually , or over $2000 per family.The waste represents 8% of emissions according to Paul Hawken’s Drawdown bookGreen CROWN program – restaurants are rated in Charlotte
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Source: Janet Ranganathan and Richard Waite, “Sustainable Diets: What You need to know in 12 Charts, World Resources Institute, April 20, 2016. 

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Average US Diet Mediterranean Shift 1/3 of Beef
Consumption to Pork and

Poultry

Shift 1/3 of Beef
Consumption to  Legumes

Reduce Beef
Consumption by 70%

Reduce Animal Protein
Consumption by Half

Vegetarian

Agricultural Land Use GHG Emissions from Agricultural Production

Shift ing  Die t s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #99Talking Points:  The average American man eats nearly 100 grams of protein per day, almost double the amount of protein he needs (56 g). One doesn’t have to switch the gap between the average American’s daily protein needs and amount they’re already getting from plant sources is less than the equivalent of one chicken breast (4 oz, 35 g of protein) [1].As the graph shows, the diets with the least meat starting on the right hand side have use the least land and produce the least greenhouse gas emissions. This demonstrates how even reducing you consumption of animal protein by half can cut our land use and emissions almost in half in comparison with the average US diet. Sources:[1] Janet Ranganathan and Richard Waite, “Sustainable Diets: What You need to know in 12 Charts, World Resources Institute, April 20, 2016. http://www.wri.org/blog/2016/04/sustainable-diets-what-you-need-know-12-chartsPhoto:
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• Use reusable bags

• Recycle and compost

• Reduce waste

• Insulate, use weather stripping

• Consume wisely

• Fill your tires to the recommended pressure

• Convert nonnative to native plants

• Unplug electronics when not in use

• Make your next vehicle an EV

Pe rso na l Cho ice s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
P2P #100TALKING POINTS: Sustain CharlotteFrom the moment we wake up in the morning, to the moment we go back to sleep, there are hundreds of personal choices we can make to be part of the climate solution.From recycling and composting to reduce waste, consuming wisely, and other behavior shifts, each of us can make a tremendous differencesYou can even save money:Using home appliances in a more sustainable way to save money and electricity “Washing clothes in cold water can cut CO₂ emissions down by 100 pounds and save you up to $64 a year on your energy bill.” (1) Line dry clothes if possible to save on energy, “Dryer use accounts for six to seven percent of U.S. residential CO₂ emissions. In most homes, dryers eat up more energy than any other appliance, except the fridge.”(1) SOURCES:1.  National Geographic,“Washing Machines Buying Guide,” Last accessed June 22, 2017. 2. Joshua Emerson Smith, “Nation’s First Statewide Plastic Bag Ban Now in Effect Across California,” The San Diego Union Tribune, November 13, 2016. http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/environment/sd-me-plastic-bags-20161111-story.html 3. United States Environmental Protection Agency, “Reducing the Impact of Wasted Food by Feeding the Soil and Composting,” Last updated March 20, 2017. https://www.epa.gov/sustainable-management-food/reducing-impact-wasted-food-feeding-soil-and-composting 4. National Park Service, “How You Can Help Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions through Transportation Choices,” Last updated January 23, 2016.https://www.nps.gov/pore/learn/nature/climatechange_action_transportation.htm 5. Matthew Dickens and John Neff, “2016 Public Transportation Fact Book” (American Public Transportation Association, February 2017).  http://www.apta.com/resources/statistics/Documents/FactBook/2016-APTA-Fact-Book.pdf 7. 1. Mary Talbot, “More Sustainable (and Beautiful) Alternatives to a Grass Lawn,” National Resource Defense Council, September 30, 2016. https://www.nrdc.org/stories/more-sustainable-and-beautiful-alternatives-grass-lawn 8. National Wildlife Federation,”Gardening for Climate Change,” Last accessed June 22, 2017.  http://www.nwf.org/What-We-Do/Energy-and-Climate/Climate-and-Energy/Reduce-Carbon-Pollution/Gardening-for-Climate-Change.aspx  Photo: https://flic.kr/p/d96Ncqm https://flic.kr/p/2rbr2k
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--Stay on til 6 pm for Q&A 
(optional)
--See you tomorrow (March 24), 
same Zoom link, same time: 4:00 
pm

--Reserve April 4 , 4 pm, on your 
calendar for Orientation

--Questions?      
jenniferdwroberts@gmail.com
june@cleanairenc.org

End  o f Da y One

mailto:jenniferdwroberts@gmail.com
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